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LIVING MARXISM
Vol. V.

P. O. BoX 53t3.

SPRING 1940
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRE8PONDENCB,

No. 1

TbiS magazine consclously opposes a11forms of sectartantsm. The sectartan confusea
tbe interest of bis grouP. whether tt ts a party or a unton. wtth the interest of the dasa.
It is our purpo5e to discover the actual proletartan tendenctes in their backward organ-
tzational and theoretical forms; to effect a dl.sçusston of them beyond the boundartes of
their organtzations and the currerit dogmaticS; to faci11tate thelr fusion into unified
action; and thus to help them achieve real signtficance.

THE WAR IS PERMANENT
The long expected second world war is now in progress. Guesses

about its outcome spring from a11 directions. However, ignorance
and wishful thinking becloud most of the popular speculations. To
discover, then, the real meaning of this war, to form an attitude
toward it, and to discuss possible actions against it, it is necessary
first of a11to brush aside the current misconceptions about it.

In Britain, from the Conservatives lettward to the Labour Party
and the trade unions. it is claimed that there is no motive for the
war other than to end "Hitlerism", international "lawlessness", and
all aggressien. The French bourgeoisie as we11 as its labor move-
ment (with the exception of Russia's foreign legion in France-
the outlawed Communist Party) blow the same bugle, and so do all
other people lined up on the side of the A11ies. Germany's attack
upon Poland is taken as thc immediate cause for the declaration of
war. Coming after the Austrian Anschluss and the occupation of
Czechoslovakia, it demonstrates, so they say, that Hitler cannot be
trusted, that there will never be peace again until this madman is
removed. This view is shared by those interested in retarding the
German imperialistic drive for the purpose of accelerating the im-
perialism of the other powers.

. The anti-Nazi powers defend "democracy", "peace" and "civil-
1zation", as well as themselves and a number of weaker nations
against Hitler's barbarism, but the Nazis too find themselves in
a "defensive war" against Britain's attempt to limit the living op-
Po~tunities of the "German people". Only a strong Germany, they
POlOtout, may escape foreign exploitation and may regain its right-
ful place in the sun. The Anschluss was unavoidable, they decIare;
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Czechoslovakia had to be disarmed to safeguard Germany, the
system of Versailles had to be destroyed, so that the German people
may continue to live. They turn back the moral arguments, pointing
out that England is notorious for breaking promises and agreements,
that Poland did not live up to treaties made with Germany but
actually, backed by England. attacked Germany. They deelare Hit-
ler's policy not only beneficial for Germany but also a guarantee
for further world peace, a peace which is not desired hy English
interests,

The German "war-socialism" developed long befere the actual
outbreak of hostilities provided the Nazi propaganda with an ad-
ditional argument, namely, that it is the "socialistic" nature of the
German national-economy which is feared and fought by the "capital-
istic, plutocratie, J ewish, demoeratic nations". Nazi propagandists
point out sarcastically that the slogan "defense of democracy" is
an ordinary swindle, since the democracy which is only norninal in
the capitalistic countries is far less popular than German fascism,
which rea1ly rules in the interest of the nat ion as a whole. This
propaganda is engaged inby all people interested in Germany's
imperialistic expansion and in the prolongation of fascist rule,

It is true that in both the fascist point and the anti-fascist
counterpoint there are some grains of truth; otherwise it would
not be possible that people would accept such explanations. How-
ever, the partial truth contained in the war propaganda loses even
its minimum of veracity once they are connected with aU of the
arguments, not to speak of their comparison with the real facts.

The "neutrai" countries adhere to one or the other position
mentioned, always ready, however, to change sides. They speak of
peace as long as they are neither willing nor forced to enter the
war, though in the meantime they take part in its economie battles.
The course of the war on both fronts, military and economie, will
make the decisions for those countries. Because at this writing the
war i.still in its initial phases, despite Poland and Finland, because
the economie war has not as yet brought to full growth the military
one, the curious performances of countries like Italy, Spain, Turkey,
and Japan are still possible. Russia, though participating in the
imperialist aggression, even now considers itself and is considered
a "neutraI" power. AU countries seem to wait for more clues, offers,
accidents, and moves before they make a step further in the direction
of a world war worthy its ancestor.
2

The neutrality of these countries is as much a swindle as the
"defense" or the "anti-Hitlerism" of the Allies. No countryGerman J '

d aloof from the present war. In more rhan one way are apan s
stan s f E hioni d thti of Manchuria Italy's conquest 0 t iopia an eoccupa JOn . . . 1

. h 'vI'1 war to mentton only a few incidents, close y con-SpantS Cl , . .
d ith the present war. And so is the neutrahty policy, as any

necte WI . he rnai , .
I· of the United States. Though it se ems th at t e majorityother po ICy .

of the population in America shar~s the curreh~t nonsehnse ~doncerfntt~g
Of the war directing lts sympat les to t e SI eoethe cause, . . .

1 . cr" "democratie countries"; nevertheless their partrcipa-"')eace· OVln"" , ..
•l • the war wil! not be determined by this feeling, but by realitiesnon In . k

over which they have little con trol and which are not even nown
to them.

WAR AND CAPITALISM
Knowledge of the cause of the war is indispensable to any in-

estigation. There were wars before there was capitalism. Only the
v . . tpitalistic war is caused by the present socro-economic sys em.
~ome people hold that in capitalism ~ars are i~evitable; others

ssume the possibility of a capitalist society outlawing wars forever.
The latter looked upon the war of 1914 as the "last war", as the war
to end a1l wars. Again they proclaim this war the unavoidable way
to eternal peace. Now, as then, they nurture a "grand illusion",

We think that though each war has its specific historical reason,
that a11 wars within the capitalist system have also a general reason
which can be found in the class- and production relations of capital-
ism. As boom and depression are interrelated, war and peace inter-
depend upon each other. To favor capitalistic prosper ity means to
suffer capitalistic depressions, to favor capitalistic peace means to
be a war monger. The warrior and the pacifist cannot ~elp but act
alike, because both react to the same forces, beyond their control.

To explain the interconnection between war and peace: The
German wars from 1864 to 1871, for instance, were designed to break
down a national and international political framework hindering
unfolding of Germany as a first-rate industrial and capitalist power
able to compete with other capitalist nations. The wars ~elped to
bring about a situation where the newly released productive forces
demanded more than a merely European power position. Germany
proceeded on the road to world power in direct competition with
France and England. It set out for a greater part in the exploitati~n
of world labor. The peaceful post-war prosperity, based on a rapid
capital accumulation, to a large extent had its basis in the new
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setting created by the wars, just as the earlier difficulties in start-
ing this expansion were one important reason for their outbreak.

As a capitalist economy cannot remain a "national" economy, of
necessity it must lead to conflicts among nations whenever the corn-
plications of economy, which increase with the growth of capital,
demand solutions and changes carried out internationa11y by the na-
tional unities. The national form of capitalism is one of its limita-
tions, which, however, cannot be overcome unless the capitalist
system itself disappears.

National wars and national revolutions effect a capitalist world
production just as much as do capital export, colonization, inter-
national division of labor, and foreign trade. As a matter of fact,
wars and revolutions take place when the "peaceful" means of
strengthening and spreading capitalism become insufficient or lose
their force altogether. Though wars themselves do not create profits
but destroy capital, still the development of capital is unthinkable
without them.

For a long time until recently a11depressions could be regarded
as a "healing process" of a- sick economie body, actua11y leading to
a new prosperity enjoying a new level of productivity which the
depression itself established. Similarly, each war could be regarded
as an attempt to re-organize for peace. The question today is only
that inasmuch as the depression no longer seems to re-establish a
basis for prosperity, whether in the same way war no longer can
establish a basis for another period of capitalist peace. [1]

ECONOMIC COTRADICTIONS
It is one of the unresolvable contradictions and calamities of

capitalist profit production that the more it strives to increase its
profits, the more diff icult it becornes to produce them. Only a
steady increase in capital formation permits capitalist prosperity.
A continuons depression and stagnation allows no perspective other
than the eventual destruction of capitalist society. If it becomes
impossible in a given country to raise the profitability of capital
sufficient for the continuation of capital expansion, there then arises
the burning need to begin or increase the appropriation of additional
profits from abroad. This means an attack on the pro fit opportuni-
ties of other nations, and when the situation becomes critical, war.

[1] Though it is true tbat the miseries of depreesion are always present
in any period of prosperity, and that a time of complete peace was never a
reality, nevertheless these situations ean still be distinguished, since the degree
of misery existing. or the extension of wanare in the whole scheme of things
can be relatively determined. ,
4

This dry explanation of the economie basis of capitalism [2]
and imperialism (and the basis for both is the same) does not, of
cou~se,.tel,l t~e ~~ole story, but. without it a real understanqing of
capltahsm s inability to escape internal frictions and international
wars would be impossible. The insatiable need for ever more and
more profits, the fact that capitalism is nothing but profit pro-
duction, makes it necessary to explain the driving forces behind
imperialist actions in terrns of economie categories. More than that,
whatever the phenomenon that may be brought forward to explain
imperialism, as, for instance, the ideological arguments, the desire
for security, for land and for raw materiaIs, the monopolization of
markets, capital export, strategic-military requirements, or anything
else, can be reduced finally to its simplest terms: capitalism's vital
necessity to accumulate profits.

There should no longer be any doubt that all of capitalism's
difficulties spring from a lack of profits. On this point all capital-
ists and all bourgeois economists are agreed regardless of the dif.
ferent explanations they might bring forth to explain this shortage,
or whatever the methods they might suggest to do away with it.
They have employed various means and methods to increase capital's
profitability in order to continue expansion. They have raised the
productivity of labor and intensified its exploitation; they have
formed manufacturer's combine, cartels, syndicates, etc. They hav.e
set up marketing and price controls, created trust and monopolies,
~nd a11without avail. As soon as one industry seemed to be stabil-
~zed, another was disrupted. In the very attempt to safeguard and
mcrease the capital of one or the other capitalist group, the basis
of existence for the whole of capitalist society became only more
precariolts. Thus capitalism, seeking to surmount its barriers, suc-
ceeded only in creating higher and more impassible ones.
COLONIZATION AND IMPERIALISM

The need for imperialistic actions is nothing else than the need
for profits. As this need explains the internal development of the
~pitalist countries it also explains their foreign policy. Capital is

u [2] We do not wish to give at this point a fuller explanation of the con-
~mence~ of the capitalist accumulation process since we have dealt with
Mar ,qulte frequently in previcus issues of Living Marxism. We accepted
ten/ s theory of accumulation and his interpretation of the meaning of the
(ThencY

t
of a fall~ng rate of profit in the course of the accumulation proeess.

that- ra e of profIt declines because the organic compoaition of capital grows:
tbat ~s,that p~rt of capital invested into means of production grows faster than
of I ~vested mto labor power. As profits are derived from the exploitation
intoBmr POwer only, the decline of the latter relative to the capital invested
luffi .eans of ~oduction must make it difficult, in the course of time, to gain
for clent. pr!lfl~s for the continuation of a rate of capital expansion necessary

a capltahstlc prosperity.)
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transferred from one field of production to another, alike internally
and internationally. It is sent into non-capitalistic countries, or
countries which offer more favorable conditions of production just
as it spreads over all branches of manufacture and conquers pri-
mitive agriculture in the advanced countries.

The colonizing imper ialists began by exporting capital for the
development of plantations, irrigation systems, mines, mills and
factories. In return for building highways, railroads and ports for
the imperialists, the colonies found themselves swamped with goods
from the mother countries. The exploitation of the colonies was
a two-fold one: the labor power was exploited directly in the cap-
italist enterprises, and indirectly through the exchange of colonial
products with those manufactured in the mother countries. The dif-
ference in the productivity of labor, due to the high organic com-
position of capital in the imperialist nations, and the lower organic
composition of capital in the colonies, allows the advanced countries
to exchange less labor for more, and to exploit even the poorest
populations of the world. Besides these measures, taxation and
forced labor increased the profits gained by colonization even
further.

Just the same, the desire and need for colonial exploitation is
often denied by the statement that colonies have proven to be
liabilities rather than assets to imperialist countries; but no cap-
italist country has as yet been ready to part with them unless forced
to do so by other nations willing to take over the "white man's
burden". The Allies did not hesitate a second about taking Ger-
many's colonies af ter 1918; for, in reality, the possession of them
and the control of backward countries is profitable to the im-
perialists not only because of the exploitation of the natives, but
also because of the establishment of monopolies over vital raw ma-
terials, and because military-strategie advantages can be gained
which, in turn, may be transformed into additional profits ..

Though it may be true that colonies are expensive to the tax-
payers of an imperialist country, nevertheless they have yielded
tremendous profits to those capitalist groups directly engaged in
colonial exploitation. Not with injustice is it said about England,
for example, that its rapid rise as an industrial and capitalist power
would not have taken place except for the fortunes taken from
India. Money in sufficient quantity is transformed into capital:
without the tremendous money accumulation largely aided by col-
onial plunder capitalism's development would have been much
slower.

1

1
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JMPEBIALlSM AND FASCISM
The sharpening need for additional profits intensifies all im-

perialistic rivalries. But the changes taking place in each capitalist
country become reflected in its imperialistic attitude. The inter.
national growth of capital becomes opposed to its early imperialism.
New capitalist nations, late in entering the arena of world politics
have found and are finding themselves hampered by condition;
created at the time when they still belonged with the backward
countries. Old capitalist countries, especially England, had sub.
jugated a great part of the world and exploited it in their exclusive
interests. To ward off exploitation by the stronger countries, those
that were backward had to develop "artifieial" means to increase
their competitive strength.Hj They became more "political", more
"militaristic", more "restless", and less "democratie" from the very
outset of their development,

The more openly expressed "militaristie spirit" and the "un-
democratie nature" of countries like Germany, Japan, Italy, and
Russia, is eonneeted not only with their feudalistie traditions, but
even more with their precarious positions as new capitalistie coun-
tries within the world economy, They simply cannot afford the
"democratie" spirit of Franee whieh rules over a vast eolonial em-
pire and possesses even the means to maintain a largely satisfied
peasant population. They eannot afford the effeetive solidarity of
all classes which exists in England and which is based on an in.
st~n~tive recognition that English privilege demands sueh unity.
Lirnited in their appropriation of profits from world-exploitation
they are foreed to squeeze their own population more intensively to
aecumulate profits. "English history shows that political democracy
can function only where the tempo of social transformation is slow
and steady", observed Adolf Loewe [4]; it cannot function with
the same results and in identieal forms in the newer and belated
capitalist countries, whieh have to hasten their capitalization pro-
cess. But this quickened accumulation, based on the intensive ex.
ploitation of the native workers, gives rise to social legislation to
co~pensate for oppression, and to prevent the killing of the goose
whleh lays the golden egg. This "social" element in the newer
~apitalist countries, halled as its humanization process, was and is
10 truth an expression of its insecurity and its bestialization. While
the dearth of capital is thus cotnpensated by better organization,

in t·h~3].See the following article on the development of Bourgeois Economics
18 ISSue.
[4] The Price of Libert1l. London 1937, p. 88.
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which helps to develop capitalism, at the same time it undermlnes
even faster its fundament; the blind-working laws of the market.

The process of capital accumulation is at the same time the con-
centration and centralization process of economie and political
power. It takes place during the whole evolution of capitalîsm and
proceeds faster during periods of stagnation and decline. At present
it is accentuated by new political movements appearing under such
terms as Bolshevism and Fascism.

It was of ten assumed that the rlcher a country, the strenger
should be its centralization and concentration. But rather that which
determines the degree of centralization in a country is the rapidity
of accumulation necessitated by its competitive position on the
world market, Expressed only in terrns of capital concentration it
was true until the world war that the more highly developed cap-
italist countries were those in which the largest fortunes were con-
centrated, Yet, the "richer" a country was in an economie sense,
the less urgent was its need to rule politically. The government
was left to middle class politicians, for they could not help but
govern in the interest of the big capitalists, and, at any rate, could
not govern against them. In America, for instance, the powerful
capitalists could ignore the government to a point where it at times
seemed to be in strict opposition to the needs of Big Business, with-
out, however, being able to exercise more than verbal opposition.

In poorer capitalist countries, like Japan, the concentration of
wealth was from the beginning identical with the concentration of
political power. What was required here was not the slow "normal"
development of capitalism by way of general competition, but a
forced capitalization necessitating from the start the most extensive
state interferences to evereome the disadvantages of J apa n's tardy
ent rance on the world market. In other words, the high capital con-
centration of wealth reached in the older capitalist countries, account
for the accentuated concentration of wealth and power in the more
backward countries. The Russian slogan, "To reach and over-reach"
Western capitalism, is not an empty one, but dictated by dire
necessity, the necessity to avoid exploitation by foreign capital and
thus be hindered in her national development, which would mean
the continuation of the misery cansed by a combination of generally
backward productive forces with the exploitation from abroad. To
change this primitive misery into the advanced miseries of capital-
ism compels the use of national-revolutionary methods directed
against those interests bound to the backward conditions of the

8
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country, and the interests of foreign capital. The capitalization of
such co~n~ries, then, when not a.ccomplished by the still undeveloped
bourgeoIsie, must be accompltshed against the bourgeoisie. The
economic wea~ne~s of the backward countries thus explains the
radical central ization of all possible power in the hands of the state.

This forced centralization, furthermore, reveals the real inter.
national character of capitalism, which forces its weakest links to
leap violently over and beyond the gaps in development between
themselves and stronger nations. From this point of view the state.
capitalist tendencies developing in both "fascist" and "democratic"
nations indicate an actual economie weakness of capitalism.

Thus, the 'aggressors" in the present struggle have turned their
weakness into strength. It is true that while both the fascist and the
anti-fascist nations are aggressors, until recently, however the
"democratie nati~ns" coul~ emphasize the use of economie wea~ons,
whereas t.h~ fascist countrres to an increasing extent had to rely on
pur~l~ military ~n~s. The w~rld crisis of 1929, sharpening the im-
perialist contradictions and disturbing in unknown proportions the
international economy, accentuated the militarization of capitalism
I.f the crisis. brought no ~ore than the uNew Deal" to a rich countr;
like the United States, it brought fascism to a poorer country like
Germany, the still poorer nations like Italy, Japan, Turkey, Russia,
and ,Pola~d .already having it. Fascism reveals an arid capital and
a still existing well-being is the basis of anti-fascism, When this
well-being goes, the metamorphosis of anti-fascism into fascism
occurs,

It is true, or rather it was true, that in the time of rapid capital
accumulation the number of capitalists increased together with the
growt~ of capital. But as soon as one compares this increased num-
ber with the increase of capital then it must be said that relative tot:rate of growth o~ capital the number, of capit~lists declined.
. ! were decirnated 10 booms as well as 10 depressions ; they feIl

vicnms t t ifi , 'o rush reanon and market control, to changes in production
and pr d ti '.

, ,0 uc ivrty, However, 10 per iods of capital staznation and
CQ11dlhons of isis th I:>. crrsis e concentration process of capital through dom-
manrt-, ec ic chG • onornic c annels slowed down to the point wh ere like in

ermany it had to be bolstered by violent political methods,

I?ternal political struggles, the shifting of class positions bank-
rUptcles and f iti , ,
f avorr rsm, increased state interference to secure some
orm f t bTwh' 0 s a 1 ity to the exploitative society, lead to a situation in

Ich the state assumed economie leadership. Though there exist
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in Germany and Italy still individual entrepreneurs, individual in-
terests, profits and goals, and therewith individualchances for gain,
for privileges and extra profits ; yet this individualism is now
subordinated to the state-controlled total economy. Of course, for-
merly there were also economie aggregates and complexities, but
today the individual divers'ity of all economie subjects and under-
takings is coordinated and directed into total unified activity, in so
far as this is possible at all.

In Germany today, the individual entrepreneur is no longer
master of his own enterprise. He can no longer decide upon invest-
ment, upon importation or quality of raw materials, conditions of
labor, type of production, rate of interest or profit. Overseas trade,
colonial activization of the forces of expansion are taken out of his
hands. He becomes an interested official in a bureaucratized, politie.
alized, economie apparatus. No longer does he factually possess or
augment capital which need reinvestment. The forced centraliza-
tion, the trustified state monopoly has curbed if not abolished corn-
petition. For him, there is no longer a crisis in the old sense
threatening the economy, because the armament industry which has
animated all branches of industrial life is working full blast and is
actually swamped with orders. The manufacturer is no longer
haunted by the spectre of the falling rate of profit because the state
has fixed, norrnalized and guaranteed his income. For expansion
or new investments the treasury of the state is available.

This process going on, the composition of the ruling class
changes still further. The state bureaucracy replaces more com-
pletely the lawful owners of capita 1. The bureaucracy becomes a
mixture of industrial, military and political officials. However, like
the capitalists of old, the new fascist rulers are such only by virtue
of their control of the means of production. The rule over the work-
ers and the powerless in society, which could no longer be safe-
guarded by economie means, is now secured by political methods. [5]

Able to develop world trade only on the basis of exploitation,
the international policy of all capitalist countries-at all decisive
moments-could assume the form only of warfare. Despite this
peculiar form of "international relations" the capitalists, still fight-
ing against theremnants of feudalism, fighting between themselves
and against the workers, at first needed a political democracy in

[6] A. the best short exposition of faseism and its origin we suggest the
reading of M.ax Horkheimer's artiele "The Jews and Europa" in the Zeit·
.chrift ,'/ler Sozialforschung, Jhrg. VIII, Nr. 1f.a; Paris, 1939.
10

which they could settle their problems within the general eom-
petitive struggle. But the more the concentration process of capital
became intensified, law and government became less and less the
synthesis of numerous political and economie frictions, and instead
the "needs of the whole" were served better through exclusively
serving the needs of the few. Government became solely the
instrument for suppression within the country and an instrument
for imperialistic policies.

National borders, however, cannot stop the centralization pro.
cess. The trend in capitalist development towards reducing the num-
ber of exploiters simultaneously increasing their power over larger
masses of wor kers, forces the international "re-organizations" of
spheres of exploitation. The more the competition of private entre-
preneurs was displaced by the political competition for bureaucratie
power positions, the sharper becarne the competition between na.
tions, but no longer only for this or that colonial possession, or for
a greater share of world trade, but for complete and exclusive con.
trol over so-called geographic·economic "Lebensrseume", In other
words, there evolved the division of the world by a few important
powers, sharing among themselves the exploitation of the many na.
tional uni ties, just as the great industrial combines control a number
of smaller enterprises. "Only for a few great powers", stat es a Nazi
Publication, [6] "remains the possibility of military independenee
and an autonomous economy. For lesser powers this holds true no
longer". And it is pointed out further that the world crisis was not
overcome by the automatism which worked in earl ier depressions,
but that each country was forced to find a solution for itself with-
o.ut ,~eg~rd for world economy. However, this "independent solu-
tion -tust celebrated as the trend towards autarchy,-was in reality
the preparation for war between the decisive powers for world
d.ominance. "The concept of a power", the Nazi publication con.
!1D~es, "has been d.efined as a state capable of defending itself
galDst a constellatIOn of other powers. Since .there exist great

powers, small and medium states are forced to cooperate with them
or t~ maintain neutrality. The pol it.ical jpower must also be an eco-
n~~lC power, which, then, is the real meaning of all present-day
tnllttary policy in England, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan, be-
c~use t~e basis for a stabilized economy exists only in countries like
t e Untted States or Soviet Russia, stretched out as they are over
whole continents. The smaller countries are unable to defend them----------
Bch f'[t6k] L, Miksch. "Wirtschaftsgrossmaechte und Nebenlaender". Die Wirt-

a s urve. Frankfurt a. M. H. Il. 1939.
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selves and are able to be independent only on the basis of a low
standard of living. The transformation of world trade correspond-
ing to the military-economie necessities of today is not a general
one, but starts with the great powers and leads to a reshifting of
all nations around a few power centers."

The miserabie conditions in Russia and the depth of the crisis
in the United States, however, shows that in these countries there
also does not exist the basis for a "stabilized economy". The
capitalist crisis is not a question of geography but a problem of
c1ass relations. As long as the exploitation of wage labor exists,
as long as the whole economy functions for the maintenance and
in the interest of the ruling classes, just so long territorial ex-
pansions, re-shifting of nations, divisions of spheres of influence
may help one group of capitalists at the expense of others, but they
can not do away with the existing misery and the present crisis con-
ditions. This very process illustrates the utter incapacity of capital-
ism ever to proceed towards a real and rational world economy. The
"automatic laws of the market" have not done away with the crisis
conditions characterizing the world of today; the hope is gone that
they ever wilt. The possibility for the recurrence of the "normal
recovery" is also gone, for capitalism there is nothing left than to
amalgamate as many states as possible into one or the other bloc
of powers and to attempt an equalization of the diverse competitive
capacities between these bloes, which is possible only by way of
war. But this very process of solving consciously and capitalistic-
ally the present crisis conditions, deepens them only further, for
those economie criteria of capitalism which manifested themselves
through crises, have been largely eliminated under recent fascistic
and other organized interferences with the economie mechanism.

This then is the "tragedy" of fascism and of all "capitalistic
planning" attempts, that the better they succeed, the more they dis-
rupt the capitalist world order. Yet, there is no way of preventing
this destruction, for with the "waiting for normal recovery", the
depression would create miseries at present inconceivable, and cause
the destruction of millions of human beings and multitudes of
capitalists. This situation cannot be envis ioned without its corol-
lary of wars and revolutions that is, such a situation would bring
into existence what exists today. A capitalist peace is no solution
for capitalism; it would not be less costly than war. And the intel-
ligent of the ruling class know this. "In all the belligerent coun-
tri es", writes the New Statesman and Nation, [7] "the return to

[7] A New Deal for Europe. 2-17-40.
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civilian life may seem so perilous and so difficult that the dread
of it may even prolong the war. Besides idle machines, demobilized
men even among the victors, if victors there be, wilt face poverty
with rifles in their hands."

TBANSFORMATION DY WAR

It was no secret that Germany was preparing for war. lts
whole econ.omy since 1933 and even long before that was geared
to the cornmg slaught~r. To make possible the external struggles,
peace had to be established at home. The bourgeoisie of old could
no longer guarantee such peace with the traditional methods. A new
ideology was developed to secure capitalist exploitation, though it
no longer appeared capitalistic. The social phraseology became the
more "radical", the more actual life became barbaric. As the "social
polities" of the age of reform indicated only intensified exploita-
tion, so the growth of national-"socialist" ideology expressed only
the preparation for gigantic mass murders,

From the viewpoint of the worker's c1ass interests there are
no essential differences in the characters of the German and the
other socio-economie structures. Yet, there exist considerable dif-
ferences in the economie insecurity of the diverse nations ex-
pla~ning the range of differences in the ideologies. As a capitalist
nation .Germa~y ~es~med its imperialistic policy at the first op-
port.umty; capltalisticalty there was no other way out of its diffi.
cul~les.. The Gennan working c1ass, unable and unwilling to end
~pltalIsm was therewith forced either to participate in the new
Imperialistic drive, or to remain altogether passive. And their actual
P~ssiv.ity has been an additional reason for the coming of fascism
with lts peculiar national-socialistic phraseology. But what holds
good for Germany, under present conditions, holds good for all of
~~e.worl~. Not to act sociaIistically means to act imperialistically.
d IS enttrely senseless, then, to maintain that the German workers

o ~ot really want to fight for fascism and its war. Nobody wants
tObflght for anything. But by missing a historical chance, or in the
a sence of at· t f .t d n oppor uni y or a social revolution, the workers of
th ay have no choice but to fight in the fascist war. In spite of
the French and English workers declaring and even believing that
a ~y are not fighting Germany but Hitler, they too are fighting'
. n y ~ecause they have no other alternative they also have to actunper r . . . '
it la Isttcally for fa il ing to act socialistically. For this reason
I cannot b d hath e expoecte t at the workers of these countries, or any
a ~r COuntry. WIl! seriously oppose the fascizization process going

n In the world.
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Fascism is not a German invention, but the outcome of capitalist
liberalism. It is not the opposite of that which existed yesterday
but its continuation. lts roots can be traeed back to the very begin-
nings of capitalism, and it may be described as the most ideal form
of capitalism yet aehieved. As fascism is the product of capitalism
proper and as 'it is created by world capitalism though f irst appear-
ing in a few countries, it must some day embrace the world unless
the capitalist system of production disappears altogether. The war
will hasten the fascization of the world, it is the medium for this
process, but even this development must be forced upon the world
and cannot be--o.n account of the existing class relations-con-
sciously and peacefully adopted.

"To conquer the enemy", said Paul Reynaud, [8] "we must first
conquer ourselves." And two weeks later he said before the French
Senate: "Many Frenchmen are uneasy at the prospect of postwar
France. They wonder if the state will devour everything .. _ Ex-
change control ? Price control ? Salary control ? . .. Events have
forced them on us." It is true, events have forced fascism upon the
bourgeoisie. But once it appears, all bridges to the previous forrn
of capitalism are blown to pieces by that newly-emerging ruling
class which takes over positions of social power during the "emer-
gency."

The eentralized dictatorships of the continent also determine
the course of English society. lts resistance to the transformation in
their direction is not to be considered since "the unconscious but
extremely effective solidarity of all classes in exploiting the col-
onial and pre-capitalist mark ets is drawing to its close. The struggle
for the respective share in the national product can no longer be
mitigated simply by a compromise over the sharing out of the annual
increase." [9] The state itself will have to maintain the exploitative
order and "the only compensation whieh could be offered to the
upper .classes in place of their economie privileges would be a
favored role in fillingleading positions in the administration of
a planned order-administration instead of aquisition." [10] "It is
not too much to say", stat es the London Economist, [11] "that the
form whi.ch industrial control takes during the war will dominate
the economie development of the country af ter the war. We are in
serious danger of slipping into a feudalistic system of cartel con-

[8] Speech to the Chamber of Deputies 12-13-29.
[9] The Price of Liberty, p. 38.
[10] Ibid., p. 41.
[11] 12-9-1939; p. 364.
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trol which mayor may not succeed in producing a stable post-w
world but which will certainly militate against the abundant pro.
duction of cheap goods."

It ~ill not take long till the ~rench decrees for stabilized wages,
regulatlOn of payment for over time, and the abolition of the shop
steward system will echo in England. And after that there will
follow the elimination process of the atomized capitalistic interests
to establish the unity state-capital now ruling in the fascist coun-
tri es. In the forming of the modern nation-state, political centraliza-
tion was the necessary means of overcoming feudalism, and it now be-
comes. the guardian of the system of wage labor against possible
rebelhon. What was once hailed victoriously by the lower classes
as their very own, now turns into a system of oppression beside
which the feudalistie form appears as a monument of liberalism.

Just as the. individual capitalists turn fascist (with exceptions)
only at the point of bankruptcy (and some are denied even that
privilege) the capitalistic labor organizations, too, have difficulties
in adopting themselves to fascism. They can at best follow but
never initiate the new trend. That the old labor movement Iives and
dies with liberal capitalism comes to light in their helplessness
before fascism, and their inescapable necessity to help prepare the
way for it. In opposition to Daladier's dictatorial poliey, Leon
Blum, for instance, in behalf of the Freneh socialists eould no more
than declare, that his own program did not differ in its final pur-
~ose, b~t only in method, from that of the French bourgeoisie.
.There IS even a movement among the more progressive elements
In the C. G. T." (National Trade Union Cent re of France), reports
the Economist. [12] "to think in terms of universal military rates
of pa! supplemented by family allowances. Why should a worker
be paid more than a soldier ?"

When af ter the establishment of exchange controls, of a license
system for foreign trade, and with the beginnings of investrnent
con.trol, in the French and English governments' adjustments of
thelr economies to the needs of war had been made, the thing that was
stressed by the English experts first and most of all was the need
to .lower the English wages to the level of the French. The trade
ulnl~nrepresentatives, it was said, "will be unable to escape the eon-
e USlOnthat sacrifiees will have to be made by the British working
~a~s. before equality of effort with France is reached." [13] And

Tthsh experts offered a number of plans to facilitate the sacrifice.----------
[12] London, 2-3.1940; p. 191
[13] Economist, 12.16-1939.
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Mr. J, M, Keynes, the most celebrated of them, writes, "The workers
must not make a greater immediate demand on the national re-
sourees than hitherto; the community may have to ask of them a
reduction. But this is no reason why they should not be rewarded
by a claim on future resources , , , The remedy is to distinguish two
kinds of money-rewards for present effort-money which can be
used, if desired, and money the use of which must be deferred until
the emergency is over and we again enjoy a surplus of productive
resources." [14] This scheme fits perfectly, as an American corn-
plained, "in the growing passion for coersion and regimentation",
but it must amuse even the schemers, as they know quite weIl that
Mr. Keynes' high-sounding language will not substitute for the whip
which will back up the command to work more and eat less. For
"at no point in arealistic discussion of how in particular those
British citizens who suffer war losses to person and property are
to be compensated can it be assumed that anyone but the British
public wil l foot the bill. This obviously means that the attempt
will be made to keep the bill small. [15] The bilI can be kept small
only at the expense of the workers. And if it was only just to ask
why a worker should be paid more than a sol dier, it is not unjust to
ask further why he should live longer than a soldier ?

The more the struggle for democracy spreads and the longer
it lasts, the more rapidly will the world be fascizized. Beginning
with the complete subordination of labor, the process ends with
a newly-entrenched ruling class controlling all of society. Neither
capital nor labor will escape; nor will there be left a demoeratic
island to which the intellectuals may escape to preserve the "culture"
of yesterday that is, their status as intellectuals in a moribound
world. "If this war leads Europe to adopt the totalitarian economie
system", concluded a round table conference of American ex-
perts, [16] "in which government directs production and foreign
trade, the United States might move in the same direction, for
reason of self-defense."

Though war accelerates the spread of fascism, it does not cause
it. How fast fascism wilI march cannot be correctly predicted. How-
ever, a defeat of the "democratie countries" would lead to the irn-
mediate completion of the fascist revolution now in progress. Coun-
tries in which private property in the old sense has still sufficient
weight, will for that reason-in self-defense-be on the side of

[14] London Time8: 11 14; 11-15; 11-28-1939.
[15] The Economist, London; 12-2-1939,p. 320.
[16] Fortune January 1940, p. 71. ~
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France and England. An alliance of a country like th U • d
' G ld e mte Stateswlth ermany wou presuppose a fascist revolutl'o 'A '

hh' n 10 men ca
O~ly wb e~ t e IPdnvhate pro?erty elements would he sufficientl;
drlven ac, wou t e quesnon of choice in war partne '

h U· d ' • • rs anse, Atpresent, t e nite States, IS IOterested only' ith
defeat of Germany necessitating its early entran:enl'nelther a speedy
. f hAll' . e war on theslde 0 te les, or 10 a compromise solution in tr. . , a uce rat her

than peace, to WIO time for a re-alignmenr of force I f
G s ess avor,

able to ermany than the present one In short ca it I'
d ' ' pl a isrn wants

bath war an no war, This Hamlet attitude corresponds t th. , f' . 0 e op.
posltJon 0 prrvate capîtat to the fascist tendencies in th "d

. " t . I . e emo-
cratJ:

bl
codun

f
nes, t conshtutes their weakness and augurs their

pOSSI e . ~ eat unle~s they, toa, become as one.sidedly totalitarian
as the fascist countnes, But if they do-and eventually they must
war or no war-there, then, should be apparent to an k '

d h -. y wor er now
un er t espelI of Ideologles the senselessness of all ti I
• d 11' na JOna ques-bons an a struggles for national purposes,

The m.ore difficult the situation becomes for the AIIies, the
more pressing becomes the need for America to help th th
fa isti th' em, e moreSCIS IC ese countnes wiII become, and the more they will drive
German! t~wards the final elimination of the last remnants of the
old c,apltalts~. If the fascization does not continue in the demo
o~r~hc coun.tnes, there is na chance for their military success : and
~~o ent !asclst revolutions wiII attempt to save what can be ;aved

the dIverse fatherlands. All roads lead to the totalitarian state.

It is no le~s than backward thinking to assume that a truce at
i~:s~~~i:oUl? Improve the posit ion of the Allies, on the chance th at
G d. dlplomacy of Pound and Dollar could then defeat the

erman dlplomacy of t 00 d
onl . r ps an cannons. Money was everything
\Ve~t:s lo~g as rt was respected as the ideal and universal farm of
iron '~~ h power. The old Blanqui slogan, that "those who have
man' \:n ave bread:" bears more weight today. What of it, if Ger-
beca~s ~O\ secure Iron ore from Sweden or the oil from Rumarua
the fie~ds e f a~ks ex~hange? It can take the mines of Sweden and
her Th s 0 umanrn by force if no countedorce exists to stop

. e gold in the hills f K kv Ibecome tr . . 0 entuc y IS no such counterforce ; to
Ruman' ansmltted IOtO force, means the arming of Sweden and

la or th T . .
the ' e mi ItanzatJOn of America. The first takes tisecond means f' Dl' rrne,
trUce w11 b ascism. 0 lar diplomacy is not enough' the
tent tha~ . e us~d rather to militarize the "democracies" to th~ ex.
"We ;111 reimbua the fascists with the proper respect for cash

can efeat Germany only", states the Economist. "by accumula-
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'I
ting an unquestioned prependerance of a11 the materials of war. The
only way in which we can be su re of winning the war is by looking
ahead to a time when we sha11 be able to take the offensive side
with at least an equality of manpower and a crashing superiority of
material-in short, do to the Germans something of what they did
to the Poles in the month of September". [17] If this was true
when printed it is even truer today. It implies that the anti-German
forces wi11 be increasingly forced to adopt th at system which they
are out to fight.

It is the wishful thinking of the anti-fascists that the blocade
and brewing financial troubles wi11 surely bring about the defeat
of Germany without much effort on the part of the A11ies, but in
this hope the movers and shakers of yesterday will be utterly dis-
appointed. Those "Marxists" a la Sternberg who by counting the
economie weaknesses of their old fatherland on their ten fingers
wi11 have to do much r e-counting. Their "economie approach" is al-
ready today a sort of propaganda in the Goebbels marmer. B'y
fostering the war they help to bring about a world-wide fascism;
and even if their hop es come true, they wilt have merely aided in
bringing about a change of fascist commissars in Germany, but no
more. Such "Marxists" who propose others to fight against Hitler
assuring them of success in advance, have become themselves fascist
in spite of Hitler's unwil.lingness to grant them that privilege.

THE FASCIST WOR-LD REVOLUTION
If Germany wins, warn the antifascists, it wilt rule the world.

No more possible ionreal ity is the other hobgoblin that haunts many
an anti fascist, wh'ich is th at out of this war, there might arise a
world-embracing system of fascism under one centralized ruling
body. The present half-hearted economie union of France and
England and lts possibility of continuation af ter the war, the hypo-
critical talk of pacifists, antifascists, labor leaders, and other we ll-
meaning people about using this war to establish some sort of
European Federation which would come to an understand ing with
the rest of the wor ld, returning with it to economie freedom, gives
rise anew to the dream of mternational ly regulated exploitation.

During the per ind of social reform it was argued by the socialist
worshippers of capita I that the so-cal led tendency in each nat ion
towards the General Cartel-the one big trust-would be only the
stepping stone to an international cart el, that therein was to be seeu

[17] The Economie Front. December 9, 1939; p. 363.
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rhe con~ci~us and peaceful transformation of international society
into socI.ahsm. T~e L~ague of Nations wa-s later envisioned as the
first major step 10 this process, but the world crisis the coUapse
of innumerable schemes and real attempts for international coopera-
rion, changed the dream into the nightmare of a world-embracing
fascism. af ter the Ru~sian model, so that the only ones remaining
joyful 10 these fantaSles we re the Bolsheviks.

The . ruling class~s of the nation-states bave historically de-
veloped 10 a. wa! which excludes the possibility of sharing in the
world exp~01t~twn. by agreements. The otganization of world
economy with lts highly developed division of labor bound as it .

I· ..1._ f· ,I IS
to a mu titude omterests not directly concerned with its needs and
consequences, continual1y evolves frictions between the pressin
rea1 ~ee~s of. world production and distribution, and the class need~
~d limited mterests of the atomized bourgeoisie. This contradie-
non exposes the capitalist mode of product ion as a hindrance to
the further unfolding of the productive forces of mankind.

TheoreticaUy and abstractly it is conceivable that wars could
be avoided. if all ruling classes in al1 countries, or in a decisive
~umber of Important countries, would unite themselves into one rul-
lOg. body to organize world exploitation on a truly world economie
baSIS. What would be still left then would be the class war between
the world exploiters and the world exploited, However though the
huma . d 'n .mm could construct such a situation, history is more and
:;me~hlOg else than the human mind. First of all, the actualization

~hls concept would mean the disregarding of all previous history
~hlCh has created a set of conditions in which decisive changes ca~
of ::de o.n~y by way of struggle. Furthermore, in the very process
class tra.h.zlOg the rule over the workers in each and all countries

T pOSlhons are shifted, fortunes destroyed capitalists eliminated
o effect t I' d ' .ti a een ra rze world rule which would realize an exploita-
ve World eco d' heo nomy en lOg t e necessity of war not one but un

sp:n.ta1bl.e wars would have to be fought to destr~y a multitude 0;
era mterests oppos d t hi '.of th '. e 0 t IS centrahzatlOn process. But each

\Vork~se wars IS Iikely to create conditions allowing or forcing the
OnIy IDIg class, to destroy the now reactîonary class rule. Being the

c ass whose . t t dcolIab' 10 eres s 0 not op pose a real and concious world
orahon a truly world hidUet' f ' econorny w ich would release the pro-

rve orces now lat t bclass. en can e successfully realized only by this
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The present war demonstrat~s ~s does. all previou~ capit~list
history, the impossibility for capitalism nationally and tnternatt?n.
ally considered, either to satisfy th~ r~al. needs of world prod~ctton
or of mastering it in its own capitalistic way to safe~ard itself,
Even nationally where through political methods captt~l con~en.
tration has reached unity with the state, it has been proven imposslble
to eliminate the struggles within the ruling class. And it is' unthink-
able that these could ever be eliminated (their form only can change)
without the eradication of classes altogether. The very existence
of class relations continously engenders frictions and struggles
within the ruling class. So long as the economy is not able to satisfy
the relative wants of the great masses of people-and the existence
of class relations is indicated by just this situation-it cannot safisfy
the wants of the ruling class, which in itself isdivided into many
categories of economie and political importance. The control ~f the
controllers remains a necessity, and distinctions are made 10 all
layers of such society. Each shift in the productivi.ty of l~bor, and
each reversal the economy suffers, dislocates entire sectrens and
changes their positions within the ruling class. The s~ruggle of the
exploited to enter the exploiting class leads to ~ .conttnous ~trug~le
within the latter, as the struggle in the exploiting c~ass finds lts
arguments in the misery or the aspirations of the exploited.

That it is impossible for the sectional struggles within a national
ruling class to be eliminated, is proven quite dramatically by the
various purges in Russia and Germany, and since this intra.cla~s
peace cannot be attained in countries where political and econom~c
control are practically unified, its possibility is all t!te .m?re fantastic
in the case of an international ruling caste. All this IS independent
from the more important consideration of whether a greater pro-
ductivity and better general welfare would be possible at ~1l on the
basis of such centralized control, which nevertheless continnes the
old class relations between capital and labor. Neither Russia nor
Germany has as yet proven that this greater "pro.sperity" is feasible,
and the proof will be forthcoming only when this r~al worl? of op'
posed capitalist units is superseded by the prophet s paradise of a
war-free world cartel.

But the war-free world cartel, in which by international agree-
ment the different shares of the world-created prafits are allotted to
the different political-economic combines according to the nee~s. of
international fascism, will not become a reality. Not even th~ unif ica-
tion of Europe will result from the present war, for this woul~
presuppose the complete defeat of one or the other set of the belti-
20

gerents. However, the fight is not over European but over world
issues. A unified fascist Europe would mean, furthermore, the COn.
tinuation of war; no longer between bloes of powers but between
whole continents. And it would make no difference here wheth

. U' dS uthe fascist nite tates of Europe would be determined by German.
Russian .or by English-French imperialism. The American imperial.
ists, for instance, are well aware of the fact that whatever may be the
outcome of the war, it would lead only to another war with still
greater issues involved. Arguing for the increase in the Navy's
budget, Secretary Charles Edison recently stated: "What we have
asked for is not suff icienr to defend our home waters, the Monroe
doctrine, our possessions and our trade routes against a coalition
of Japan, Russia, Germany and Italy. We must face the possibility
of an Allied defeat and then measure the strength of the powers
which might combine for act ion against the Americas. If our Navy
is weaker than the combined strenght of potential enernies, then
our Navy is too smalt. It is too small [18]." But American imperial.
ism would have to arm equally as well against an English dominated
coalition.

Capital must expand or disintegrate. In either case nations,
bloc.s of nations, or continents must with necessity encroach upon
the mterests of other nations and coalitions. Within this very process
oppressed nations seize either the opportunity or face the necessity
of revolt against their oppressors. National states will arise as
others disappear. The world scene does not shift towards greater
balance but to ever more chaos. Disorder is the baSIS of capitalism;
the quest for order itself leads to greater disruption. By fighting
Ior national "independence" the backward countries not only add
to the. ge?eral disorder but also bring to light the impossibility for
a realtzatlOn of their desires. Their struggle for independent national
borders helps to destroy other nations. This is analagous to what
happens . in the attempt to safeguard competition in a world of
rnono~ohes. The fiereer one fights for competitive strength the
rno~e tnexorable grow the forces of monopolization. The days of the
~ap~ta~ist market economy are numbered; so are the days of cap-
Itahstlc n ti I· Ad·a JOna ism. n yet, the victory of monopolization can
never be complete, and the national question can never disappearUnless the· ...
ti SOCIO·economlcsetting IS created for a conscious regula-
IOn of world econorny. This task can be undertaken only by the

Wor~d proletariat which must yet recognize that its life interests
are tnternationally identical. Though these interests of the workers--------

U8] Quoted in "Time," 1-22-1940, p. 18.



are already objectively unified, the life interests of the ruling class
will always remain nationaIly sundered no matter how close the
nations should ever resembIe each other.

To support today the struggles for national liberation means to
support the growth of fascism and the prolongation of war. Because
only by becoming more centralistic, more capitalistic, more aggres·
sive than the ol der countries, such nations would be able to "free"
themselves from one set of imperialists only to faIl victims to an-
other. But never can they free themselves from the capitalist misery
ruling the world. Since aIl advantages are still on the side of the
imperialist nations the fight for national liberation concerns no
more than the choice between imperialist rivals benefiting not the
mass of the oppressed people but only their rulers. To envision, for
instanee, that the independenee of India, brought about because of
the war or with the direct aid of German imperialism would create
democratie conditions and further the capitalization of that country
requires the loss of all sense for reality.

Though there is no longer a chance for the oppressed nations
to free themselves, there too, is no longer any chance for the op-
pressors to maintain their rule, just as th ere is also little hope for
the so-called have-not nations to overcome their present difficulties
by seizing for themselves the possessions of the have-nations. Af ter
all, the favorable position of the have-nations did not spare them
from economie depression and decline. They may fall later, but
when their reserves are exhausted they fall nevertheless.

It is a rather pitiful show which is provided by English and
French capital in their hedging on the Russian question. They can-
not make up their minds whether or not to include Russia among
their enernies. Not only Germany, or Germany and Russia, but the
whole world is England's enemy, just as not only England but the
whole world-despite the German overtures to France-is Germany's
enemy. As a matter of fact, "Russia, not Germany, is Great Britain's
historica! antagonist in Asia; and Russia, not Germany holds the
strategie threat to Britain's imperiallife-line from Cairo to Calcutta.
Germans see, beyond the wheat fields of the Ukraine and the oil
wells of the Caucasus, the land route to India. Having already
obtained Russia's pledge of economie help, they see the prospect of
also obtaining Russian pressure on the vast reaches of Britain's
empire [19]." If because of this, the British attempt to break the
Russian-Gerrnan alliance, they will find no reward. The "balance

[19] Barron's Financial Weekly, 2-12-1940, p. 3.
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of power" strategy has reached its end. What was b I' d
h . e leve to have

worked some ow 10 the last hundred years certainly d
E ' . oes not work

any longer. ngland s poltcy of preventing the e t bl i h. . s a IS ment of
a power or coal ition able to challenge her suprema did. b . cy I not save
rhe EmpI:e, ut it was rather the relative prosperity all over the
world whi ch allowed credence to the value of this por Th

I I di ICy. oughapparent y ea lOg to the German defeat in the last .. war, rts pursu,
ance permitred a German comeback so that it could 0 h. nce more c al-
len~e ~ngltsh supremacy [20]. As the well-being of international
capltaltsm allowed success to the policy of the "bal f. . '. ance 0 power,"
the general CflSIS of capitalism excludes its working N t thi. b . I() IS or
that pol icy, ut the deep economic pressure which moves th ld

d d . . e wor
to ay etermines lts future as weIl.

What if England does succeed to break the new all i f
fasci . b rance 0ascist countr ies y bestowing upon Russia what't f G

. • 1 re uses to er.
ma~y, or gl~lOg to Italy what it denies Japan, or to Japan what it
denies Russia, or to Germany what it denies Russia? Th I
I· '11' . en new a-rances WI spnng up as aresuIt new interest '11 . h. ,s WI arrse, t e war
though shifred will remain because the hunger is genera!. What if
?y such moves one or the other country, whether Russia or Germany
IS totally defeated and dismembered by the victors P "Th d '" . e ays are
over, mourns the Economist [21], "when the defeated enemy was
e~pected to ~eet the .expenses of the victor, and also to indemnify
hirn for the lOconvemences and suffering involved in fighting the
war, ... the understanding that the loser pays has gone the way of
most of the spo t" " I .. r lOg prmcip es which we re a minor feature of the
~ars of the d is tarit past." What if in the course of the war German
tnteres~s all over the world are eliminated? This war is not only
unprofltable [22] b t . 1 .. ' u ent ir e y rneaning less from the viewpoint of
natlonal ca it li . .belli pr al is tic rnter es ts. Not only is there a chance that non-

e Igerent powers m t k d
th b ay a e a vantage of the war situation butOse ack d . ,. w~r countnes over which the war is really fought may
yet rarse thei r he d d ffo th '. a s an secure or themselves the exclusive rights

r e exploltatlOn of th ." I" IS' .e ir peop e. n outh Arnerica for instanee ,

[20] See "Th W Id W .peace agreemen e. or ar. In the Making," Living Marxism No. 5, pp. 132-
[21] 12_2_1~3'91thth32eOposslbieconsequences of attempts at ending the per-
[22] Th ,p. .

spread reco ~i11!conomist of Dec.. 9, 1939, p. 365, states: "There is now wide-
~ornpetition gag~li~~to~ the nec~sslthYto use the weapon of export and import
o us. We must b ermany In tese markets that are still open to her and

~rtnany .also lo!:rre~ared ~o sell cheaply th ere, if by so doing we can make
Prlces for goods d er prlce~; we must be prepared to pay extravagant
are not an alter~~' 0 ~ot wa~t.lf G~rmany.does want them ... Export industries

rve 0 mumtJons industr ies ; they are munitions industries."
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oil for Mexico and steel for Brazil are made the pretexts for the
development of half privately. half state controlled economie systems
the like of which rule today in Europe. Private capital will no
longer be able to con trol those countries and no longer be willing
to take the necessary risks. To continue the exploitation of countries
like those in South America a fascist North America must arise,

The economie war disrupts further the al ready badly disorganized
world-trade and threatens the foreign business of all "neutraI"
nations including the Americans. The Engl ish, for in stance, have
brought pressure upon Argentina to buy British produets to the
exclusion of goods from the United States. The Germans have in-
creased their exports to all acquirable markets. They have a price
policy dedicated to economie warfare and are producing on ascale
that will not only keep an army in the field, but on the largest scale
to which their industrial machine can be driven. The non-belligerents
are not profiting from the war; they report increasing unemployment
and growing economie stagnation. As history cannot be turned back-
interests which must in turn be defeated since they will not volun-
tarily retreat.

One must laugh upon reading Mr. Welles' proposal to the French
government that a war goal must be the removal of the newly
established trade barriers. The Welles statement [23] listed three
points: "1.) Healthy commercial relations must be the basis of politi-
cal and economie peace. 2.) The prosperity of international com-
merce precludes exclusive discriminatory agreements between two
countries. 3.) If world trade is to be reconstructed af ter the war,
it must be without resentment or fear of any nations toward others."
And it is only in keeping with the nature of these proposals when
President Roosevelt added to them the need for "doing away with
hu ge armies, and the need to permit free international exchange of
ideas and to allow the worship of God."

The return to a free market as a war goal goes weIl with the
hypocritical proclamation that no more than the defeat of HitIer and
the re-establishment of borders violated by Germany are involved in
this war. Neither one nor the other can be realized even if the states-
men for once in the history of statesmanship should mean what they
say. The increasing fascization through war eliminates al~ respect
for national borders. as fascist foreign policy means precisely the
doing away of borders preventing the needed expansion. To main-
tain the security and the profitability of the present bloes ~f pow~r
new trade barriers have to be erected in conformance with their

[23] New York Times. 3-10-1940.
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diffe~ent needs: Planning ~ill bring counter-planning, features -of
today s economie warfare will become permanent if the fascist plans
succeed.

Th~r.e. are numerous ~dd~tional arguments proving the practical
imposslbIllt~ for the realization of a fascist world cartel, The pre-
sent war wI11 not effect a capitalist international reorganization
allowing for a new period of capitalist advancement. This war as
the permanent depression since 1929, is but another side of the decline
process of the capitalist form of society.

Ending the War
The fascist "world-revolution" must th en be understood as the

reorganiz~tion of. a11 countries on the basis of a fascist economy,
a~com~all1ed ?y VIOlent attempts to re-shuffle economic power pos i-
tions m the interests of the dominant fascist countries and their
satel.lites. The present war will not lead to another period of peace,
but IS a permanent war, as the depression of 1929 has become per-
manent. There will be no vanquished and no victors; defeat and
~ictory .w~uld imply that the ending of the war exists already in
lts beginning. Whatever countries will still be involved in the
war. and what re-alignments will take place, interesting as this
speculation may be, are of no concern to us, nor to the working
class at large. Neither victory nor defeat are any longer of import-
ance to the ruling classes, though no choice exists but to work towards
victor!. They will never obtain the peace they desire; a11 they may
reach IS a temporary truce implying the defeat either for England-
France, or for Germany. In either case the position of the countries
fo d i h .ree mto t e truce will become untenable and their collapse would
be only a question of time. They could not help but to initiate an-
other armament race and to prepare for the resumption of the war.
The respite would not be long for without the war internal conditions
would culminate into social convulsions, leaving the uncertainties
of War more preferabIe to the ruling classes. And yet, though war
seems to be the only solution out of the capitalist dilemma the
syste~ will not be able to carry war to the extent necessary for the
sOlutlOn of its contradictions.

We must recall at this point that capitalist accumulation comes
to an end . 1 b .
f simp y ecause it cannot produce the profits necessary
f?r a continous expansion, When capital becornes too gigantic, pro-
lts become too dwarfed in comparison for capital to be increased

at the' f. prevlOUS rate 0 growth, a rate necessary, though no longer
POsslble, for the existence of prosper ity. In other words: the profits
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created however large they may be, are too small to be employed
with a;y significance in relation to the increased require~e~ts of an
increased mass of capital ; the largest unemployed army indicates no
more than a real lack of labor power re1ative to the profit-needs
determined by a progressive expansion. In a similar way, the war
which may be necessary for th at re-organization of capitalism neces-
sary for its further existence, may require energies which can no
longer be created by capitalism. The war machinery needed by ea~h
of the belligerent countries to crush the other may be beyond the.lr
reach. Just as capital lies idle, app:aring as a ~u~plus thou?~ in
reality representing a shortage of capital because .11 IS n~t ~ufflcl~nt
for a profitable expansion, armies and war machinery he irnmobile
because - enormous as they may appear - are still insufficient to
make probable the success of an offens.ive. Idle capi.tal ~ndicates
the permanent depression-the idle soldiers on the Rhine Illu.str~te
the permanency of war. Ridiculous as it would be, fro~ a capltalt~st
point of view, to activize a capital t~at wo~ld be s~eT1~eof profit.
it would be just as ridiculous to set in motion armles incapable of
shifting the balance. However, capital weighs heavier ~han hum~n
Jives, and capitalists will sooner risk their soldiers than mvest their
capital unprofitably. But even if the offens~ve will eve~tually occ?r,
through the despair caused by the increasing economie and social
pressure, still they must of necessity take place within the structure
of a limited war unable to fulfill its birthright : the total defeat of
the enemy.

The cost of equipping and maintaining a division in the fieî~
has been almost doubled since the last war. The cost of aeronauti-
cal equipment per man in the English air force alone is about .2,CXXJ
Pounds per annum. The technological advance of the war-mac~mery
has increased the cost of military operations enormously, and it can
be said that for each soldier at least 10 workers are needed to assure
his efficiency under modern war-conditions,

The enormous armies kept in constant readiness, the production
for purely destructive purposes increasing continuo~sly, the n~ed
for carrying on the economie warfare, and the necessrty to 'provIde
sustenance for the workers laboring at high speed, all eat into the
surplus value as never before and lead to an increasi~g pauperization
of all countries, and still this process cannot be intercepted by a
sudden gigantic effort on the part of one of the belligerent powers.
For such an effort al l the available energies are not enough. Thus
arises a situation which necessitates the permanence of a war grow-
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ing out of the permanent depression-a crisis which cannot be ended
unless ended by the soldiers themselves, the soldiers both on the
fronts and in the factories, for in the course of war any distinction
between these divisions of the laboring class wilt disappear [24].

TUE END OF BOURGEOIS ECONOMICS
The beginning of theoretical economy as an independent science

is generally traeed to the time of Adam Smith. Though this "begin-
ning" may be more correctly considered a turning point in economie
thought, nevertheless there began with "The Wealth of Nations" an
entirely new period for economie theory, the period of the "ClassicaI"
theory, which reached its highest development with David Ricardo.
Af ter that it seemed that all that could be said about political econ-
omy had been said. The followers of the Classicists came to be
known as the Orthodox School; their aspirations encompassed only
the interpretation and elaboration of the Classical viewpoint.

The Classical theories and the Orthodox School both developed
in England. There they had their greatest influence. For England
was then the most industrially advanced country. True, other coun-
tries following England's form of industrialization were strongly in.
clined to import those economie theories, since they were a concomi-
tant of the industrial development. However, because the results of
this industrialization process did not for a long time correspond to
the high expectations of its advocates, scepticism arose to challenge
the desirability of following in the footsteps of English capitalism
and of accepting its economie theories.

Because it was the first of the new capitalistic powers England
had many advantages, and these resulted in a corresponding number
':)f disadvantages for countries less advanced. Free trade, a principle
of the Classical School and its followers, expressed in reality a pre-
rogative of England and hampered the industrialization process in
C~untries not so highly developed. The general theory did not fit
different circumstances; to object to English monopoly meant also
to object to its laissez.faire philosophy.

COn [24] This artiele, eontinuing in the next issue, will deal with the further
~uenees of the permanent war, with the meaning of an eventual temporary

agreement, with the possible eonsequenees of attempts to end the per-
:t::ijney ~ war through turning the whole world into a battle field, and,
!la' y, WUh the possibilities for a ehange of society to he made by the inter-
a tiC?~alworking elass, Ineluded in the eontinuation of this artiele will he
r -,~!ltieal d;seussion of the arguments presented by Alpha in this issue of-nnnll Marziam.
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The opinion of the Classical theorists and of the Orthodox School
was th at it was best not to interfere with the "automatic" regulation
of economie affairs, which was affected by a market law as inexorable
as a "natural law." According to this opinion, the law of supply and
demand brought order into social production and distribution: An
invisible hand was guiding tbe social relations of men in a just and
effective marmer. By competition, each tried to get the most for
himself, and, becausethis competition was a general one, no one could
acquire privileges nor be taken at a disadvantage. Each would receive
what corresponded to the value of his product-a price tat expressed
the labor time incorporated in the commodity that he offered. If no
one interfered with the automatic market laws, there would be active
and continuous tendencies toward an equilibrium between supply
and demand, and therefore the best possible harmony and welfare.

It is easily understandable that whoever prospered under the
conditions of Iaissez-Iaire [which was more of an ideology than an
actuality], was bound to believe that the theory of the Classicists
satisfactorily explained the economie laws, and that whoever did not
fare 50 weIl under those conditions would be inclined to rebel against
this philosophy, as weIl as against the practices associated with it.
These two conflicting attitudes, however, only proved the validity of
competition. Each group was fighting for specific interests, but
with unequal possibilities. Free trade, recognized as an advantage
to the more developed countries, could be opposed by the less de-
veloped countries only with additional political means, such as state-
fostered industries and tariff regulations. But this activity could
lead to nothing but a return to international free trade and a more
equal participation therein. From the beginning, the turn against
free trade was destined to be of only a temporary character calcu-
Iated to win competitive strength and to counteract national economie
disadvantages.

At first, the Classical tbeories met intensive criticism. A new
school of economie thought developed in backward countries which
were trying to industrialize themselves. In America its foremost
exponent was Henry Carey. Although some of the ideas of his
"National Economy" can be traeed back to the teachings of the Mer-
cantilists and the French Physiocrats, their influence and temporary
popularity were based, not on the past, but on the immediate national
needs of overcoming hindrances in tbe capitalization process. Carey
and his followers pointed out that the theories developed by Smith,
Malthus and Ricardo had only limited validity, since they could serve
only the historically determined interests of the English capitalists.
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Each nation, they concluded, was bound to reasen along lines of it

if i . 1 5own speer IC interesrs. The purely economie could not be the I. f so e
explanatIOn 0 economy: extra-economie factors historical ethi 1. . '" " Ica,
psychologlcal, national, mstitutional, also played their part and h d

k . , a
to be ta en mto consideration. The movement of prices, for instance
did not need to be eXplained by general competition, as they wer~
not 50 absolut~ly and abstractly determined by "supply and demand."
Instead, a serres of ethical, conscious, and institutional factors was
able to determine and transform historically established price con.
stellations '. ~ow~ver: with the growth of American industry and its
larger participation In world trade, the historical school of National
Economy lost its popularity and gave way again to the Orthodox
School as the most scientific explanation and approach.

Il.

The Orthodox School believed that the principles of economie
science had been established, and that all further activity must restrict
itself to the search for additional arguments to support the established
generalizations. As a matter of fact, it was difficult to conceive of
a further important development of economie science, since the belief
that the law of the market alone solved all problems made further
research quite superfluous. However, conditions in society were not
50. satisfactory as they might have been, despite the prevailing the-
orres, and because of the existing social distress th ere arose within
the highly industrial countries, and also within the countries in a
transitory stage, a criticism of the Classical concepts. The Marxian
School of economic thought, for instance, discovered that the Classical
theory had stopped short at a point where its further development
would have brought to light the painful consequences of the class
a~ltagonism existing in society. The recognition of the class-rela-
tlons led to the formulation of the theory of surplus value that is toth , ,
. e concept that a part of the value created by labor was appropriated
In the forms of profit, interest, and rent by the enterpreneurs and the
owners of the means of production. By a theoretical anticipation of
the consequences of such a relationship in regard to capital format ion
was deduced the theory that the development of the capitalist society
would necessarily be accompanied by an increasing exploitation of
~he ~aboring population, since the rate of profit had a tendency to
. eclme, in view of the fact that the relationship between the capital
Invested . t th ducti '.hi In 0 e pro uctrve apparatus and that invested into wagess Ifted . h h
I In suc a way t at the former became always larger and the
.atter smaller. As all profits are created by the workers the diminish.In ,

g number of laborers must lead to a scarcity of profits in relation
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to the total s.ocially engaged capital. This condition, it was argued,
would increase the competitive struggle for the division of the social
product. Thus the entire social arrangement was brought into
question.

This rather complex theory, although finding little support in
the United States, was in a simplified fashion largely adopted by the
European labor organizations as the theoretical justification. of their
struggle to improve labor conditions. This school was wldel-! ac-
knowledged to be, as indeed it considered itself to be, the heir of
the Classical theory.

It was difficult for the proponents of the Classical theory to
confute the Marxists' theories, as the Classicists and the Marxists
based their arguments on the same objective value concept, that is,
that the value of commodities is determined by the quantity of labor
socially necessary to produce them, and that a11economie phenomena
can be traeed to this fundamental relationship. Attempts were now
made to replace this objective and dangerous concept with a psychoio-
gical, and subjective one, which, developed by Jevons in England
and a number of Austrian economists, came to be known as the
Marginal Utility theory. For a time this new theory became very
popular in America.

The ideas of this school originated from the simple observati.on
of human reacrions to the scarcity or abundance of useful things. The
Classicists approached a11economie problems from the side of the
commodity producing pr.ocess. The new school took as its ~t~rting
point the demand for commodities. It was c1ear that the utilrty at.
tributed to a commodity by individuals diminishes with its greater
abundance. Supplyand demand were no longer deterrnined by what
was brought to the market by the producers, but by the individual
desires of the buyers, who measured the value of a commodity by
what it rneant t.o them. Price was no longer deterrnined by labor, but
by the marginal utility of a commodity, which was measured on the
market by the strength of demand. The decrease in demand would
effect a decrease in the prices, and, with this, a decrease in the pro-
duction of the commodity, for then its results would bring less than
the final, or marginal price. It was, however, diff~cult ~o explain
consistently a11 the various economie phenomena with this theory;
and though single concepts of this theory were adopted by many econ-
omists of other schools, strll, as a general theory it was slowly aban-
doned in America and elsewhere. However, the schools of commerce
and the advertising 'business profited to a large extent from the find-
ings of this school.
30

Although temporarily overshadowed by the theory of Marg.
inal Utility, the Orthodox School was still dominant in academie
circles, especially because of its revival by the Neo-Classicists, whose
foremost exponent was Alfred Marshall. The Neo-Classicists, or
modern value theorists, combined their older cost of production the-
ory with the marginal utility theory, The idea tbat the Classicists
had neglected the demand aspect of the economie process seemed to
come c1early to light in the fact that it was difficult to satisfy the
needs of the people, and this despite the occasions when it became
quite difficuIt to dispose of the produced commodities. The Neo.
Classicists did not bother themselves any longer with questions as to
the desirability of the prevailing economie system, they simply as.
sumed that it was the best possible system, and they tried only to
find means of making it more efficient. For one thing, laissez.faire
did not function in the expeoted way, and recognizing that many of
the arguments of the Historical School were justified, recognizing
also that, theory or no theory, there were in reality constant interfer-
ences with the economie mechanism, they tried to find what possibili-
ties there were of nullifying disturbances caused by state interven-
tion, imperfect competition, and disequilibrium on the raarket. The
static concept of the Classical School was replaced by one that allowed
for evolution; absolute statements became relative ones, and the
theory of value was now maintained only for the purpose of explain-
ing the total and general social development. But for the explanation
of market phenomena there was constructed a cost-of-production
theory that no longeoraccepted labor as the sole value-producing unit,
but postulated instead four factors of pr.oduction, which, when trans.
formed into market prices, determined the division of income. This
new concept forced the Neo-Classicists to restriet their research to
market and price investigations in order to discover possibilities of
infIuencing ,the economic movement in a socially favorable way_

To attempt to influence the movement of the market it was neces-
sary to assembIe empir-ie data and to discover practical methods of
utiIizing them. Two main tendencies then developed out of the Neo-
Classical revision: One, maintaining interests in "pure theory," de.
v~l?ped the qualitative analysis; the other, interested solely in em.
PITtc research, conformed to the quantitative analysis. Both ten.
dencies played their part in America, but the latter found preference.
Out of it developed the school of Business Cycle Economists, who
\Vere interested mainly in discovering the factors that determine
trosperity and depression. Their researches were helped along largely

Y the birth of the so-called Methematical School, which believed it
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could reduce fundamental economie relations an-d problems to mat-
ters of summation and equation. However, as this school had only a
methodological character, it was not in opposition to the other schools
of economie thought, but helpful to al l of them to a certain extent,
and especially helpful to the Cycle Analysts,

111.

In opposition to the Classical theorists, as wen as to the other
economie schools, there arose in America the Institutional School,
whose foremost exponent was Thorstein Veblen. This school, which
had its antecedents in the Historical School, thought that most of the
arguments agitating the academie circ1es were largely of an arti-
ficial nature; th at most of the problems raised could be ignored.
Economie problems and relationships were to be regarded no longer
from the viewpoint of general abstract theories, but approached by
an investigation of the actual social conditions and institutions as they
arose, functioned, and declined. The Institutional School accepted
economie determinism and connected i,t with technological develop-
ment. It believed that the rise of industry had brought into being
many new problems that could be solved only by the adaptation of
society to these new institutions. It rejected the psychological ern-
phasis of both the Classicists and the fo11owers of the Marginal Util-
ity theory and pointed out that "human nature" does not explain
social relations and the institutions of society, but that rather these
latter form and change human nature.

Institutionalism has its philosophic parallel in Pragmatism, both
of which may be explained by the general social and ideological
conditions existing at the turn of the century. By rejecting tota11y
or partially the old value concept of the Classicists, economie theory
had ceased .the attempt to explain al! social phenomena by an objec-
tive general theory. A11 it could do was to follow the actual move-
ments of the mar ket, the price relations, arrd to try to·discover af ter-
war ds why the one or .the other event had occurred. Predictions
became impossible; the economists found themselves drowning in
their accumulated empir ical material, or lost in abstract speculations
remote from a11 reality. Business was certainly something other than
economie theory, for business men never acted in accordance with
economie theory. Instead, they followed their most immediate neces-
sities. without questioning their social meanings, or else they based
their activity on their own analysis of market conditions, independent
of all theory and guided solely by actual or imagined facts. The
inability to discover the economic laws of motion on the basis of
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money and price considerations brought about a general d _
h f 1· espair asto t e use u ness of a11 eoonomre theory Hopes arising . . d. . . '. .' m perro of

prospenty vanished agam in ensUlng depressions. The h
d b th rol -. di armonyassume Y e \~ assrcists id not harmonize with the . . 1. h mcreaslng y

chaottc c ara~ter o.f economic life; and just as the Pragmatists had
ceased to belteve m eternal, universal unchangeable n tIl. . . , aura aws
so the Institutionalisrs ceased to believe that the Classical Concep;
could be regarded as corresponding to unchangeable econo .

HTh h d b mie pro-cesses. n at a een taken as the "naturalorder of thi ". . mgs was
now recogmzed as an abstraction serving specific ends : tdi ". , no corre-
spo~ lOg to a.n obJect~ve real ity , but serving as an instrument for a
part icular social praetree. Not the insight into a general law, but the
need for su~h a law to fester limited interests, was at the bottom
of the Classical theory. ~s long. as this ideology, accepted as a gen.
eral law, served the function of lts adherents it was certai I . t'
Iied r i lidi , m y JUS I·
I ; lts va. I rty was proved by its actual results. However, the dis-

covery havmg been made that not an insight into the nature of thin
but the will to reach certain results, determined the ideas and actio~s;
of men: it fol.lowed that a11 theory can serve merely as an instrument
to fulf il l desl~ed purposes. It saw old psychological motivations as
factors exc1ud~ng cons:ious interference with the economie processes,
a~d as fostering a wil l-Iess subordination under nonexisting, but
~Imply assu~ed, "~atural laws," and it believed it was necessary to
~nterven.e actlvely in the economie life of society, to make it function
madeslrable way.

Af ter ~he first great difficulties had been overcome in the
process of mdustrialization, there arose very rapidly in America the
tendency towards monopolization and trustification. "Big business"
seeme~ to preeeed under its own necessities and wishes toward the
subordmation of a11 other social layers. The assumed "mechanica"
of the Cl " h '.. aSslclsts, or t e determtnanon of production by consump-
tion, as assumed by the Ma·rginal Vtility theorists no longer corre-
sponded to the k f C . ' .th nown acts. oncentratton of capital, fostered by
th e d.evelopment of the banking and credit system, seemed to give

~ bIg trusts and financial combinations dictatorial power over the
w ole of society. The principle of laissez-faire seemed to have
served solely to fl dd . camou age a evelopment that was progressively
. estroym.g even the outer resemblances of laissez-faire. The cry for
Interven!ton in th " . " 1d' e automattc aws of the rnarket was no longer

Irected only a . t h forei ..th . . gams c eap or-ergn cornpetition, as in the case of
th e Hlst~rtcal School of Carey and his following, but also against

e growmg power of the trusts and monopolies within the country,
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which could not be checked by economie competition, because com-
petition had created them. The Classicists had assumed that the .mar.
ket served both society and its individuals, but now there existed
neither the independent individual nor a society that harmonized
all the interests of its members. Institutionalism takes as its starting
point neither the individual nor the whole of ~ociety, but in~titutions
which change society and transform group interests. It IS not,. as
are, for instance, the Marxists, interested in Q radical transformation
of all social relations, but rather in a gradual change of society aocorn-
plished by important social layers that will ada~t men and t~eir rela-
tions to institutions that <lire al ready formed, like modern industry
and technique. Without this adaptation of society to determining in-
stitutions, chaos and destruction must arise. Wishing to avoid these
dangers, Institutionalism, by clamoring for actions for purpo.ses. of
reform, was, as Dr. J. A. Estey has said, "an S. O. S. to save a sinking
world." [1]

The psychological elements in economie theory are not, ~he In-
stitutionalists pointed out, determined by general economie, un-
changea.ble laws, but by institutional-cultured fa~t9rs .. To amount to
something in society, one has to be successful in busmess ; one has
to be a man of means. People aspired to be .rich in order to rep re-
sent sernething ·sociaHy. Parasitism and waste, expressions of wealth,
were a mark of respectability, justifying the accumulation of large
fortunes. In satisfying their pecuniary desire, people were con-
stantly engaged in establishing social prestiges. Whoever l~s~ the
opportunity of doing so would be willi~g to ~urn to ?~pOSlhonal
points of view and advocate a change 10 social c~nd~hons: The
prevailing psychological attitudes seemed to the. InshtutlOnahsts. not
only utterly false, but also dangerous to the mamterrance of society.
Azainst the economics of the leisure class they set the comrnon-sense
ar~uments for an economy that recognized the i~~orta'~ce of the ~ro.
ductive elements in society. Against the I?arasthcal. ~lOance capital
and its undisturbed freedom. they proclaimed the need for guid ing
the economie life, for partial or even complete control, for the reor-
ganization of s.ociety in a way permitring the ~urther .advance of
production and subsequent increase in cons,~mptlOn, whlch. ad;ance
was being sahotaged by the "vested interests. In short, Instltl1~lOnal-
ism wanted to reform society along the lines of a full unfoldmg of
the technical industrial forces. and of the possibilities of the greater
welfare resulting therefrom. Today, the program of the Institutional

I

i I

[1] Orthodox Economic Theory: A Defense. .Journalof Political Econ·
omy. December 1936; p. 798.
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School, as adapted to the most urgent needs, concentrates on the de.
mand for a better distribution of mass purchasing power and an
eCQ'Oomyof plenty, which seems, in the words of one of its best
present.day exponents, Professor C. E. Ayres, "the only road to eco-
nomic peace, as it is the only road to economie order." [2]

IV.

In the United States today, only two schools, Orthodox Economy
[modern value theorists] and Institutionalism, are of actual irn.
portance. Single phases of other schools, the Mathematical, the
Marginal Utility theory, and the Cycle Analysts, insofar as they did
not conflict with either of the main theories, were incorporated into
rhem. The sharp opposition between the two groups has almost
ceased to exist ; each regards the other's doctrines as a supplementing
rationale. This new attitude is dictated by the actual economie con.
ditions, for even the most consistent orthodox theoretician can no
longer overlook the fact that laissez-faire no longer does, nor could,
function in such a way as to satisfy the hopes for it. So it is that
W. C. Mitchell derived his importance in the history of economics
largely, as R. G. Tugwell recently remarked, "because he is a bridge
from Classîcism to Instrumentalism," [3] and the Institutional School
has profited much by recent researches undertaken by economists of
the orthodox theory. However, seen frorn another point of view, this
overlapping of all theories corresponds with the fact, as R. G. Tug-
weil further remarked, that "we have- no economie theory any more
in the old sense; we have merely utilitarian tentatives."

AH schools of economie thought were forced by the crisis con.
ditions to attempt to find practical answers to the needs of business.
Since 1929, and even before that time, eoonomists of the Orthodox
School, as well as the Institutional, have indulged in extensive em.
p'irical researches to discover the secret of prosperity; and to find
methods of shielding society from the dangers of stagnation and
decline. Researches into the, movement of the rates of profit. price
studies, and analyses of the business cycle; investigations into the
COuntry's capacity to produce and consume, into problems of capital
formation, the relations between income and economie progress, and
issues like foreign trade and capital export we re undertaken. Com-
missions of inquiry into the prospects for a planned economy were
fOrmed by universities and private research soci.eties. The questions
of business, Jabor, and the government, were widely discussed, with---------

[2] The Problem of Economic Order. New Vork, 1939; p. 88.
[3] The New'Republic. October 6, 1937; p. 240.
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and without relation to the experiences of other countries. Extreme
adherents to the Institutional School arrived at conclusions of eco-
nomic control similar to the partial or complete state-controlled eco-
nomic systems in European countries, Extreme conservative ex-
ponent of the Orthodox School blamed, if not the depression, at
least its continuation, on the unwarranted interferences of the gov-
ernment. But all this work was not sufficient to still the growing
scepticism or outright despair for all economie theory. Despite the
most important studies, and aften because of them, the deepest pes-
simism as to the possibility of a rational solution of social problerns
prevailed.

Looking backward, and taking only essentials in consideration,
one recognizes that the more recent development of bourgeois eco-
nomic theory may be described as an unsuccessful flight from the
value concept of early capitalist economie theory. However, the re-
jection of the labor theory of value resulted not only from increasing
apologetic needs, but more sa, from the growing necessity of inter-
fering with the assumed automatic mechanism of the market econ-
omy. For such purposes the labor theory of value is entirely useless.
Forced to consider only their most immediate necessities, the capital-
ists can find no interest in a real understanding of the present pro-
duction relations and their social consequences. A knowledge of
fundamental social laws is not required to make profits or to deelare
bankruptcy. Such a knowledge can help neither the capitalist nor the
society which he dominates, because it can only disclose the short-
comings of the latter and predict the end of the former. The fetish
character of commodity production requires "erroneous" concepts of
economie problerns, in order to bring about "correct" results for the
exploiting classes; for in capitalist society
"tlt.e rela.tiom connecting the labor of Ofte individual witlt. that of the reat ap-
pear, ftOta. direct relatiotts between individualBat work

Z
but a. what the'llreall'll

are, material relatiom betweett persom and aocia.lre atiom between tlt/mgs."
[4]
The more "social-minded" the bourgeoisie beeomes, the·more it feels
induced to bring order into its system-the more does it disrupt the
only order possible under capitalistic relations, the uncontrollable
workings of the law of value.
"In trtfing to ucape from tIle periociicalcriaea ",hich tll.reatex mor. Clnd more
tlt.e emtènee of bourge0Ï8l/ociet7l,and in a de8perate attempt to O'Vercomeths
eXÎ8ti'llgacute criria of the whole capitalist 81I8tem,tke bourgeoi8ieis compelled,
by contimutUt/ fresk and deeper 'tnterference8' with the inner wws of itll own
f1WHk ol production, and continuallll greater changes in its own social a7ld
political organuation, to prepare more violent and more universal crises and at
the same time, to diminilllt.tlt.emeam of overcoming future crises." [5]

[4] K. Mlarx,Capital, Vol. 1; p. 84; Ken Ed.
[5] K. Korsch, "Karl Marx." New York, 1938; p. 146.

The recognition that any atternpt to safeguard the .
h ... present society

throug conserons mterventIons into its economie laws i f til
d h . IS U I e would

not en suc mterferenees, for they are themselves diet t d b
' dl . I a e y thebhn y operatmg aw of value. What "planning" the· .'I . f re eXlsts and IS

posslb e IS oreed upon the "planners" in their very stru 1 •
1 d . gg e agamsta truly panne social economy.

The class eharacter of society lirnits the bourgeol·s ., . . economlsts to
conslderatlOns of isolated phenomena to the assembl f I· . d' ' Y 0 imrte and
therefore meanmgless data, to the play with certain rel ti hi. a lons IpS
between some economie factors· it never allows the t dl·. .' rn 0 ea with
actual social questions. They can arrive only at conclusi" "". one usions the
correctness or mcorreotness" of which is determined ti I b
h" 'd "f en ire y yt e acci ents 0 the market. The recognition of the f h" id " eaus es 0 t ose
acci ents can not lead to their eliminatien but only to th k I
d h ' . ,e now-

e ge t at rt IS necess~'ry to liquidate the market and commodity econ.
omy. Nevertheless, it will remain the unsuccessful function of the
bou.rgeOls ecoriomrats to try to find ever new methods of guarding
society from the results of its own developmental laws Th h Ihi f . . e w 0 e

istory 0 bourgeois economics actually proves Marx's assertion that
the bourgeoisie I.S.mcapable of maintaining a scientific political econ-
omy under cond itions of growing class contradictions.

tlle "ItII la.t great represetttative, Ricardo" Marlt Ba,id "comciousl makA
the ::::~~:;i!nn.Q{ 1o:,~-i"!-tereB~B,of wage~'and profitB, 'ol profitl/ a~ rent,::=~CI':no~~:;ur:. BU;n/:;::ii';t:::t ,:;v:!'!f1::~:! b~~g::t:~~iu:J
Eon e ~",!-tts ellond 'Wh'tCk~t could ftOt pas8•••. It wa. tAenceforth 110
UIl ~!l~queB~ton,wltetAer this theorem or that wa. true but wllether it toaII
oreftOt."[6jPltal or harmlul, ezpedient or irle:tpe~ient, politi.call1ldangeroua

v.
Marx distingu,ished between three different types of economie

t1heory, the classical, the critical, and the vulgar. Since th en the
atter has spread t· b d 'th . . ou 10 a out a ozen branches. In accordance with

e ~ompehtJve character of capitalist production each class of eco-
nomIe. ~hought vies with the other. Each blame~ the other for the
preval11ng beli f· th Iti I re 10 e use essness of economie theory in the prae-
Ica needs of . t B

P socie y. ut as a matter of fact theory is more irn-
ortant to a11 of th th I· ' .less f ' em an rea ity, a11 have fa11en victirns to a fruit-

ormahsm The dr d '. .of th ' Y an eccentrrc opmions of the followers
real' e Mathematical School are no more nor less removed from

Ity than are the .declos-i . 1 d .. .ses b I eo OgIC, partra escriptrons of economie proces-
Y other schools, and the prevalenee of the one or the other is de----------

[6J K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I; pp. 18-19; Kerr Ed.



termined not by the economists, butby the social conditions under
which they operate. In the United States, for instance, where the
miserabIe character of capitalist production is only now beginning
to irnpress itself upon the minds of men, a considerable number of
economists can still limit thernselvès to empty price considerations,
and can even say that "the greatest economie catastrophe that has ever
occurred is primarily a price problem." [7] Whether or not this is
actually true is not even investigated, for as long as the logic of
the false assumption is maintained, all is weIl as far as the econo-
mists are concerned. That their theoretical assertions are not applied
is not the fault of the economists, they a·rgue, but the problern
of those who are responsible for actual policies, and who in their
ignorance refuse the service of economie science. But where all
theory is "co-ordinated to the needs of the nation," as in Germany,
economie thinking becomes outright nonsense. "Pure theory," it was
said in Germany after 1933, is "typical for the English and the Jews,"
but entirely foreign to the German character, which derives its eco-
nomics from national and racial principles. However, though an
"economie theory" limited to a nation may serve the propaganda
needs of autarchie policies, it will serve nothing more - and those
policies are only the means for further imperialistic expansion in
an actual international economy. Consequently, a few years later, the
"typically Gerrnan" economie theory was once more transformed into
"general principles of human relationships." [8] In England which,
so to speak, still lingers between yesterday and today, between Arner-
ica and Germany, neither the consistent restriction to price phe-
nomena, apparently f.ree of all ideology, nor the ideologie nonsense
in vogue in Germany, apparently freed from the price Ietishism, has
yet aroused sufficient interest. Thus, economie theory everywhere
only supplements the prevailing ideologies. Though it is said, for
instance, that J. M. Keynes' "rebellion" against Orthodox restrictions
in favor of a deterrnined active attempt to change depression condi-
tions is largely responsible for Germany's present eeonomic policy.
as weil as for Roosevelt's New Deal, it is quite superfluous to inquire
into the truth of such assertions. For even if this be the case.
nothing of real importance can be recorded. The "new" credit,
money, and publ ic wor ks policies, the quest for a lower rate of in-
terest, or even its complete abolition-yes, even the "socialization of
investments" and al l the other proposals, are as old as cap ital ism.
Their present more intense application only reflects the incr easing

[7] G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson, Prices. New York, 1933; p, 1.
[8] Die Deutsche Volkswirtschaft, .December, 1937; p, 1281.
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difficul,ties of capital ism. They are not designed t h

b . 0 c ange the
system, ut mstead they follow from the changes . I d, . I' a rea y made
In caprta ISt structure, and mean practically that th . '

I". e concentratlOn
and centra rzation of capital proceeds now with addiri I ' ,Th ' I iona pohhcal
means. e present economie measures Sir Arthur S It h
" ki d f ' . ' a er as saidare a in 0 bastard-soclaltsm" [9] not conceived t hl' '

f d uoon I ' 0 e p socIetybut orce upon it by powerful group interests A d it ' "
h I· . ' n 1 IS amusmg

to see ow not on y socialisre, but also bourgeols economi t ' k
hi "b tard-soci I' " IS s, mlsta et IS as ar 'SOCla ism for an actual societal trend to d ' I'war s soera ISm.

E. C. Harwoo~, for instance, declares, "we seem to be in the
process of exchanglng our parasitical rich for a m hf ' , uc more numer-
ous g,roup 0 parasltJcal, poor." [10] He doesn't know that he still
describes here the workmgs of the capical isr accu I ti .mu a Ion process
for, as Marx and Engels have pointed out [11] in thi ', IS process
"pauperi8m.develops more rapidly than populat' nd lth . .
1IJkereit becomee evident that: the bourgeoisieto?'- ft fi-:'6a . "wnAnd~twhere
ruling class '!n,society, ~ tb impose its conditi!n:n f a1,t~ ger to be ,tke.
as an, over-rid~n.gla1lJ,It is unfit to TUle,because tI;0is-i:me;~e:rr 80~t'Y
a?"eeietenee to it« slaue witkin kis slav b .k 0, assW;e
MM into suck a. state that it kas to fee;J'k::n~i:,;te:a.cc:,ib:i::~e.Z:t:::u",l:n!':

~nd:r such conditions the bourgeoisie must try to inerease the
e~ploltatlOn of the workers more than ever, and attempt to decrease
stil! further the numbe~ of exploiters, AU recent economicpolicies
have, attempted to fulfill both necessities, And all bourgeois eco-
nornic theory has merely supported these actaal policies, even though
~~y ha~e proposed quite different methods to achieve these results,
of ~se dlfferences of procedure only correspond to actual differences

interest among the unequally situated bourgeoisie,

However as no ' '11' . d '. ,ne IS WI mg to 0 away with the present exploi-
!:tJve re,lati~ns, aH such proposals are out to serve the needs of fur-

rer capI~a~lst accumulation, which presupposes the re-establishment
o , a sufflclent profitability, How to exploit more workers and to
ralse the d ti f
ft pro uc rvity 0 labor; how toreorganize society or to in.uence ' ,
n ' ~CO~omIC procedures to this end, is at the basis of all eco-

omlC thlOklOg As I hi ,onl " , , ong as t IS IS precluded practically, or possible
te y to an insuff icienr degree, economie discussion necessarily een-
d/St ?bn the question of how the diminished surplus value shall be

S n uted among th kers Iof the ' e non-wor ers 10 society to allow for the secur'ity
_ present social arrangement. On the question of labor they are

f~~]TBe Frarnework of an Ordered Society. Carnbridge 1933' p 17
[11] Current ,Econom,icDelusions, Cambridge, Mass, 1938' p: 64 '

ornrnumst Mamfesto; p, 29; Kerr Ed, "
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VI.

all agreed. Recently G. von Haberler correctly pointed out [12]
that the real differences in opinion among the diverse economie
schools and theoreticians
"luwe be~1&Irequentl'll ~aggerated, and tAat, lor certain important queationa,
a mud. greater ha.7m01&tIbetween writers ol different sebool« can be establillhed
tha.n the superlicW.l observer fWould believe, or even than the.e same writers
would be willing to admit."

Af ter a systematic analysis of the diverse theories of the business
cyc1e, including purely monetary theories, over-investrnent, over-
productión, under-consumption, disproportional, psychological, and
other theories, Haberler in his synthetic expostion as to the nature
and the causes of the cyc1e comes to the conclusion that the proxi-
mate cause of the reduction in industrial output is the bet that ex-
pected prices do not cover production cost, a condition that finds its
expression in a disappearance of the profit margin. "When we then,"
he says, "look for automatic expansionary impulses, we shalt find
them primarily in the shape of factors which directly stimulate pro-
ducers' spending [investment] ." [13] The question,
"Q,8 to ·whether a continued laU in the monetl wages under conditiont olgeneral
employment ilI to be regarded as a factor which wül bring a contract1on to Qat
end mud, il we ca,..,." the argument to its logical concl,uwn, be antWered in
the'affirmative. Wages and priee8 must be allowed to laU if a me in unem-
plO'lJmentand a laU ol output are to be prevented." [14]

But we don't have to accept Haberler's synthetic exposition on
tbis question. Any bourgeois economist, whatever school he may
stem from, and whatever methods he may offer, presents identical
ideas. R. G. Hatrey is of the opinion that "the trade cyc1e is wholly
due to monetary causes" and consequently believes that monetary
control devices are sufficient to establish economie stability, and he
will on the question of labor and prosperity also say that [15]
Uil wages were reduced in proporti&n to the pr61Jiousreduction ol priees, arnd
the dillpa,rit'llbetween wages and prices whoU'IIelimil1ated, prolits would become
normal and industry would be lullll emplO'lJedagain."

Again, Mr. Keynes made the discovery that "within a certain
range the dernand of labor is for a minimum money-wage and not for a
minimum real wage;" th at it is consequently easier to reduce the
income of the workers by inflationary methods than by wage cutting
in the old sense-that is under deflationary conditions. He declares
that a crisis is caused chiefly by a decline of profitability of the
enterprises, and that to overcome the crisis, profitability must be re-
established by a decrease of the interest rate and by price inflation,
as "in general, an increase in employment can only occur to the ac-

[12] Prosperity and Depression. Geneva, 1937; p. 2.
[13] Ibid.; p, 288,
[14] Ibid,; p, 299.
[15] Trade Depression and tbe W-ay Out. New York, 1933;

cornpaniment of a decline in the rate of reaI wages." [16] F d
11 h di heor i un a·menta y, telverse t eorres towards a "new distribution of e Ith"

d " t haai " waan grea er rnass-pure asmg power -do not differ from Mr K '. eynes
proposals. Thus the more intense expIoitation of the worki I

bi . f mg c assis the 0 jective 0 all these economie theories

p.45.

Capitalist econ?my has been dynamically progressive; its his-
tory IS.one of contmuaI expansion. True, this process was perlod,
icaIlY,mterrupted by depr~ssion periods, but they were even by the
Marxists regarded as healing processes, as they provided the bases
f~r further adv~nces. Each new prosperity period over-reached the
h.lghest accomplIshme~ts ~f the previous upswing period. The period
srnce 1929, however, IS, 10 comparison with this previous histo. d f . ry,
a perro 0 stagnahon. Prosperity such as known before did not dis.
pIace depression conditions ; rather a spurt in business within th
~tagnant conditions wa~ alt the system was capable of. Depression:
10 the oId sense aIso disappeared and the decline in business within
the stagnant economy was not inappropriateIy called arecession
T~e p.uIse of capitalism beat slower. With the high state of monop:
elization aIready reached, the state interferences in the economy
hav~ undoubtedIy tempered down the hysterie fluctuations of the'
bus mess cycle, And at times it really seems that John Staart MiIl's
gIoo.my picture of ~pitaIism'.s future as one of stagnation is actually
coming about, And just as this perspective made MiII a c1ass collabo.
rator, S? in this ideoIogical respect the present period of capitalist
stagnatIOn appears, to many, to sweat sociaIism from all its pores.
Ev~n t.he most conservative economists, who want to continue the
caPlt~I.lst accumulation process under the old and no longer possible
condlbons, want to do so in the interest of the workers Dr MouIton
of the B ki I . . . .

roo mgs nsbtutIOn not so long ago pointed out [17] that
"tle e . t'boome:.;: tng 'Wagerates prevent an e:r:pa,ntionin production, and turn into a
fllCefttl]ftU to labor "" cutting.down tAe r~ earning. ol tAe workere. [Conte-
ie _ ,". anti one who matntatnt tAat e:r:vttng 'WIlfIeratel d.ould be retai'ned

·••0 "end of labor."

. But Dr. MouIton, who wants to be a friend of labor has difficulty
In becoming one, as the Institution which he represents has aIso dis.
covered that tti d .wage-cu mg may efeat its own pur poses through an
~mpanying decrease in workers' efficiency. [18] Wage cuts are

1938~16] The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money. London,• p. 17.
[17] In the Chicago Daü" Tribune, April 20, 1938.

P. 18~~8] The Recovery Problem in the United States. Washington, 1936;
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no solution for capital unless all other factors for a new upswing are
also at hand, guaranteeing sufficient profits to make an upswing ma-
teriaUy possible. Wage cuts are no longer sufficient to provide
the enormons capital necessary for a progressive accumulation ; more
and more of the elements making for a new upswing have already
spent themselves without avail. Even if Mr. Keynes succeeds in elirn-
inating the interest-taker entirely, his demand to this effect is rather
pitiful, as capitalists have shown no desire to expand under the lowest
possible rate of interest. To squeeze out the rniddÎe-classes and the
weaker capitalistic groups becomes increasingly d.ifficult, since it
becomes more necessary for these classes to strike back and force
into existence new political situations that prevent their -abolition as
a group or class under capitalistic conditions. The exeesses in busi-
ness financing as experienced in Germany, however successful for
certain emergency situation, are by no means Ha street without an
end," as Dr. Schacht once remarked. But if investments are not made,
the countries must attempt to avoid social upheavals. Therefore,
questions of profitability have to be negleered in the very attempt
to save the profit economy. To avoid the expropriation of capital,
the capitalist society has to expropriate the capitalists to an always
larger degree. The destruction of capital, hitherto left to the rnar-
ket, now proceeds in an organized fashion. Control of society has
actually advanced to a stage where the destruction of capital is
consciously undertaken by governmental measures, And some econ-
omists hail such a destruction of capital as the successful applica-
tion of new principles of distribution. However, what can be dis-
tributed must first be produced by the workers ; the further coneen-
tration of capital fostered by those governmental measures, can only
accentuate the stagnation in economy; can only further diminish the
iocome of the workers, who, in order to stave off rebellion, have to
provide the means for maintaining an ever-growing non-productive
population.

The continued capitalization process is possible only at the ex-
pense of consumption. Under capitalist conditions, consumption can
increase only with a relatively more rapid capitalization. A better
distcibution of wealth, as proposed 'today by many bourgeois econo-
mists, presupposes better, or rather different, productive relations
than those based on wage labor and capital. But because none of
them is willing to propose such a change, their theories of distribution
are simply illusions, illusions which may serve demagogic political
purposes, but never the economie needs of today.
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A growing number of bourgeois economists becoming act 11.
. b db' I" I" ua ydlst~r.t . Y ;ecenht cafPlta IStIC po icres, are beginning to investigate

pOS~I~1 lt.les or teuture. Pigou, the man who took Marshall's
posltJOn 10 Orthodox economy, already thinks that a sociali t

F . IS econ-
omy of the .abian brand is possible, at least theoretically. Many
other econornrsts have expressed themselves in a similar w E." bI . ay. ven
"MarxIsts were a e to discover a true socialistic kernel in th t h

f h I . . e eac -
ings 0 t e nstitutionalisre, and a whole school of so-called "mark _
socialists" are acquiring importance in their endeavor to "m k et
., ~ hi . '" a epos-

.':lbJe th:: ac ~e."ement of that rare thm2" m hlstorY~a fundamental
c~ange JU pO~ltJcal control, or cIass r.e!-ation.s, without.a confli:ct." [19]
However, this cha.nge of cIass relations still leaves intact the funda-
men~al class relation of cap itàl ist economy: wage labor and capita!.
For In a~l the proposal.s appearing under the name of "socia lism," the
proletarian cIass rernams a proletarian class. The only thing that is
changed, or made more efficient, is the control over the class. In all
these theories exploitation is not to be abolished, nor left to the mark-
et fluctuati.ons. as b~fo.re, but thoroughly organized. In this new plan-
ned exploitation it IS the government and not anonymous cl. . an
atomlst1~ competition of sellers and buyers, that regulates cost and
sales prrces and margins.

"It does so in ?Tder to make certain lines of production expand and other»
contract accordmg to publie social econom;~pl'"'ns The re Z' t' fr t' l h' "" ••.- . . . . a '!Zaton 0 a
a td:' ::donomy, t ough bemg a task and necessity in collective economy will

?tOt. pe and rely 'tI-P?",- th~ automatie self-correction.of the economie sYstem
:,hu:h.kas< be~ t.he.matn object: of eCdnomiethought during the past, but will
ely on;:e wtll, tnstght, and a~ilities of th:efew persons who are in dietatorial

comb.ma. of the nohole of SOCtety. Thus. a decisive irrational personal and
su Jectwe element comes in." [20] " .

The quest for a "planned econorny" based on the continuation of
pr?l.etarian exploitation, only brings to light onee again the utter in-
ab:ltty of bourgeois economie thinking to find solutions for the
man! contrad-i-ctions inherent in the eapitalist mode of production.
Thelr "socialism," the last word in bourzeois economie theory is able
only to t i I' h h ,'. ra iona ize t e trend of bourgeois society towards the brutal
P~lt~lcal dominatien of those elements which have succeeded in re-
talntng ..
and or acqwrJUg mastery of the means. of production. For them,

W n~t for society, economy and economie thought still functions.
hat IS " . ".b' ~r.?gresslve In eapitalist eeonomy progresses towards bar-

art<: cond 1tI ons' what. i " ." . .. , . IS progresslVe JU economIe thought abandons
economie th . f .eor'y JO avor, no langer of an indir eot but of a di-reet
SUpport of hl' ..' ._ w oever ru es soc ï ety , In this f inal attempt of bourgeois

neap~}i~]1~3~'Lippincott. Introduction: On the Theory of Socialism. Min-
[20' 8, p. 38.

80ph' R] ~. von Beckerath. Economic Thought and Evolution. The Philo-
IC eVIew. November, 1937; p. 595.
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economie theory to deal with economy by trying to regulate con-
sciously and in an organized marmer forces that move unorganized
and blindly in exactly the same direction, they have to put themselves
in opposition to the real economie needs of society and thereby only
supply an actual demonstration of the fact that the beginning of
bourgeois economy was also-at the same tlme-its end. [21]

THE HISTORICAL CHARACTER OF THE WAR
AND THE TASK OF THE WORKING CLASS
1. This War Is a Fascist War, Accelerating the Fascization of the

World.

. :his ~ar is a totally monopolistic war, monopolistic in its origins,
lts .alms, lts methods. It is a totalitarian war, inaugurated by totali-
ta~lan states - a fascist war. The interests of small monopolistic
cliques are at stake; monopolistic tycoons are the commanders-in-

.chief. What with markets tied up by giant combinations, with every
econ~mlÎc activity subjected to the monopolistic claim for totality,
that IS, for autocracy, omnipotence, unrestricted control ; what with all
degrees of subordination of capital to political rule; what with old
trust magnates and new government magnates, finance capital co-
teries, and general staffs-this war has been started as a further step
toward a redistribution of the world. National combines are fighting
for their quotas in the international combines to come.

At the same time the war represents a further advance toward
the fascization of the world. Brom September l st the process within
the great democracies of imitating and likening themselves to fascism
gained momentum, just as on August 23rd the equation Hitler-Stalin
lost its mystery even for those who had been most completely hood-
winked by ideologies. If this war should grow to wider dimensions
than its predecessors and if, at the same time, it should not call
forth a sweeping counter-movement. it would probably result in a
Worldwide Fascist Council, and only its name would vary according
to the defeat of the one or the other of the belligerent groups. There
is no reasonable hope for the demoeratic alternative of that outcome;
the League of Nations already ceased to exist before the war began.

[21] Continuing this artiele, the next issue of LIVING MARXISM will
deal with the present-day fascist--and war economy, as weIl as with the social
and economie problems of state-capitafism. and the tendendes toward state
eapitalism in the still "democratie" eountries.
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[1] Offered for discussion.

2. Ami-Iescists, Opposed to the War, Have Nothing in Common
with Belligerents.

Our opposition to the war and the belfigerent powers has never
been more unequivocally necessary than at the present time when the
struggle is so obviously waged on both sides in the interests of con.
solidated cliques, when the quartet of Munich had been cornple.
mented by the sequel of Moscow. The belligerents are either totali-
tarian states of serfdom or are on their way to becoming sueh. To
us every one of the belligerent powers represents an enemy-an
enemy in every aspect of his being.
3. Total Mobilization is Contradictory to Totally Monopolistic War.

Equally unequivocal are the guiding principles of oor complete
opposition. This war, far frorn fulfilling the wish-drearns of sorne
super-fascist ideologists, is by no means a total war, but only a totally
monopolistic, a totalitarian war. Nevertheless, in its totàl mobiliza-
tion of all productive forces, the war itself comprises certain ten-
dencies that surpass the intentions of statesmen and defy the calcu-
lations of general-staffs. The more the monopolists are driven to
carry through total mobilization under the ever sharper spurs of irn-
perialistic competition, the more they are Iorced to convert their peo-
ple into workers. The less they succeed in their peace-offensive, in
their efforts to throttle belligerent act ion and to reach some inter-
mediate solution, the more clçarly appears out of the murk of im-
perialistic expansions the world-wide scope of the werkers' tasks.

. Behind the geo-politic and technoeratic formulas of the monopo-
lists, total mobil ization reveals the objective conditions of the work-
ers' world. Shock-troops, ·put to work in the "Stakanovic" manner
in armament plants, break through the traditional rules of labor ob-
served in capitalistic society. In the trenches death imposes upon
men a degree of precision, adaptability, presence of mind, and spon-
taneity, that far exceeds the bureaueratic mechanism of general-staffs.
If by "organic form of a working process" we understand that the
Spontaneous activity of workers prevails over the dead mechanism of
working conditions, we may say that total mobilization must even-
tually result in those autonomous and organic forms of work. That
'Il1eans,at the same time, that the workers will rise above the monopo-
listic command "from without" and above the death spread by the
machines of material warfare. This threat, inherent in a truly total
mObilization, is the reason that the monopolists try to confine their
War to the limits of monopolistic warfare, that they prefer localiza-
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tion, throttling, and intermediate solutions. The destructive unchain-
ing of the productive forces through war implies for the workers a
chance of emancipation, and for the monopolists a threat of ruin.

From the very outset, there appear three possible solutions for
the contradictions inherent in the present situation. Each of them
implies a different extension of the war-process itself, and of the
changes to be brought about by the war:

[a] The belligerents will succeed in throttling the Fascist war
in order to avoid the dangers for the monopolists of its complete
unleashing.

[b] The productive forces unleashed by total mobilization, and
the will to power of the belligerent groups wil1 prevail. From a
localized war-of-siege, the war will grow into a Fascist World War.

[cl Total mobilization, once it has been seriously set into motion,
and, in its further development, has threatened to burst the slavery
of fascism, will ultimately frustrate the monopolistic war aims them-
selves. It will lead not to an imperialistic redistribution of the world
but to the unity of the workers' world. If all peace-offensives of
Hitier and all attempts at localization fail; if the available produc-
tive forces released overflow all barriers; if a really "total war"
destroys all existing bourgeois order, the wor-kers' order will imme-
diately become the only possible order of the world. Instead of the
World-wide Fascist Council which would have resulted from an all-
embracing but monopolistic war, the workers mobilized in shock-
troops will organize the World-Wide Congress of Workers' Councils.

No matter how widely this war will spread, no matter what
course it will take, whether an atternpt at localization succeeds or
not, whether the belligerents will be able to maintain their fascist
character or not, whether the anti-fascist counter-Eorees inherent in
total mobilization will break through their fetters or not=-tbere can
be no question but that, for the direction of our own activity, we must
look in the direction of these counter-forces.

4. The World War, the Last Liberal War, Has Resulted in Fascism.

The typical features of the fascist war can best be understood
by contrasting them with the World War. When the imperialists
of 1914 started their demoeratic war, their "war for democracy."
they were firmly established in a liberal wor ld. The general-staffc;
started in Moltke-fashion to control liberal, atomistic mass armies
in a bureaucratie marmer just as in 1870-1871, and searched the

archives for the Schlieffen Plan and similar plans. But behind a11
rhe bureaucratie apparatus, behind an apparently progressive ration.
ality, th ere worked a hidden automatic law, ruling by catastrophe
like destiny itself. Monopolistic interests of capitalist cliques, still
far from being politically regulated cartels and government-con_
trolled trusts, pushed forward in boundless liberalism. Men's appe-
tites were as boundless as the mobilized masses; the goals aspired
to as immense as the mechanized battles of material warfare. How-
ever, when the conquerors sat down around the table at Versailles and
attempted to construct a "Societe des Nations" by arb.itrary dictation,
when they proceeded to dictate democracy, peace, and if possible,
security, the October Revolution had already snatched from their
reach the real results of the war. As catastrophically as war had
broken out, revolution broke in, and af ter Versailles and October
there merged-ready for every task, fit for every purpose-history's
latest hit, Fascism. The inefficient representative of Italy at the
Conference at Versailles changed into Mussolini-Ebert into Hitler.
In Russia, Lenin was followed by Stal in. A victory more completely
and more unambiguously opposed to the intentions of the victors
could hardly be imagined. The war for democracy had amounted to
nothing.

s. The Shock-Troop Principle, Whose Logical ConcJusion 15 the CaJl
for the Workers' Counoil, 15 Distorted in lts Fascist Application.

The transition to the present war was accomplished by three im-
portant transformations. Just as the present war cannot be under-
stood if its interpretation does not start from the well defined new
epoch inaugurated by the World War of 1914-1918, so its proper
significance cannot be grasped without a true appreciation of these
transformations :

[I] The liberal democratic world war changed into the bol-
shevistic world revolution.

[2] The Versailles systern of the League of Nations changed
into the fascist system.

[3] The October Revolution-transformed into a national revo-
lution-changed into the monopolistic model-revolution.

[1] The World War had been the culmination of a violent up-
Swing of material productive forces, compressed into, at most, two or
three decades: Chemicalization of production [hegemony of the
chemical industry], industrialization of agriculture, motorization of
traffic [automobile roads}, aviation, radio, sound-films, television.
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In its character of world CriSIS, the world war represents the
specific form of a structural crisis. The new productive forces are
not compatible with the liberal system of a competitive capitalism
nor can they be mastered hy monopoly capitalism so long as the
application of its forms is restricted and kept within the limits of
a liberal system.

The victory of the new productive forces can he summed up
under the name of the Second Industrial Revolution. From this
Second Industrial Revolution, which burst forth with destructive
violence in the mechanized battles of the world war, there emerged a
new form of division of labor-the shock-troop. The emergence of
the shock-troops during the second half of the war coincided with
the transition from trench warfare, which had deadlocked the Iib-
eral war machines and their traditional procedures, to the "war in
motion," based on new weapons and new forms of action. Modern
material warfare develops a peculiar materialism in contrast to the
forrnalism of liberal mass-battles. The tirailleur-tactics of skirrnish-
ing infantry, which had been developed since 1789, and the rnass-
armies, which had been controlled in a bureaueratic marmer by the
general-staffs, were increasingly replaced by that new and more
highly qualified type of fighter which had been molded by the objec-
tive conditions of machine battles in the latter part of the World
War. This type of fighter is compelled to develop a spontaneity that
defies bureaueratic calculation. The abstract and "equalitarian" sys-
tem of compulsory service is gradually replaced by the first steps
of total mobilization.

This new and up-to-now unsurpassed principle engendered the
original and long-forgotten contents of the wor ld-revolutionary move-
ment inaugurated by the revolution of October and openly proclaimed
in the slogan "All Power to the Soviets." It finally declared that the
worker is the exclusive form of social existence. The greatness of
Lenin is shown in his attempt to apply, in a utopian marmer, this new
principle of action to a country just on the point of liquidating
illiteracy and in his dream to abolish the rule of bureaucracy
at the same time that a general-staff of professional revolutionaries
was in fact building up a totally monopolistic state-bureaucracy on a
national scale. This principle proclaimed by the October Revolution
reached the ears of all workers and alarmed the whole bourgeois
world because, along with the demoeratic liberal war aims, it jeopard-
ized the whole system of capitalist rule. In the contrast hetween the
German Spartacus Councils and the old "General Commission" of
the German Labor Unions, constructed according to Moltke's pattern,
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th ere appears the social consequence of a contrast al ready fore-
shadowed in the conflict between the shock-troops and the Iiberal
methods of the general-staffs.

. [2] In t~e syste~ of the League of Nations established at Ver-
saJlles the victors tried to ding to the Iiberal-demoe- t· t .. f hei a IC s artrng
pomt 0 t eir World War. They tried to apply the . . I. . prmclp e of
democracy to mternat ional affairs and took care to isolate this sys-
tem by a cordon sanitaire from the threat of bolshevism Thd . h . . ey pro-
ce.ede WIt an adml~able lack of insight and experienced uncommon
mlsfortune. Thev wil led peace and got Manchuria Ethi . S ._ . ~ , lOpla, pain,
China, and Poland. They .wanted disanmament and unleashed a
r~ce of armaments They willed Parliamentarianism and got castor
011, Gestapo, GPU. They wanted self-determination of nationalities
and the outcome was Munich 1938 and Moscow 1939 The d d. . . y succee e
m nothing. Up to now they have utterly failed in everything.

It could not have been otherwise. The tasks set by the S d
I d . I RI· econ
. n ustrra evo ut IOn could not be mastered on the level of Iiberal-
ism. These tasks bore a revolutionary character. And revolutions
are not called forth unless imminent danger threatens Th ... . e super!-
orrty of the fascists over the liberals is based on the fact that th
p.roceed from ~~e specific results of the Second Industrial Revo;:;'
non, .both posltlvel!. by us~ng them as a new starting point, and
negatJvely by curtatlmg their dangerous implications. They reduce
~he shock-troops to the form of an order, whose members are drilled
111 ~ll e~isting kinds of arms and sports. They transform total mobili-
:~tJon I.nto a totalitarian state. They preserve wage-slavery, chain-

g capital and wage-Iabor together by the handcuffs of their total
state power. They reduce the world-wide scope of the proletarian
:orld. revolution to the level of uItra-imperialism. They monopolize
t e mlcrophone, the unlimited application of which uItimately obvi-
ates p Iiti I .

. 0 I rca eoereien. They control the market throuzh political
cartels the labo kth h h, . r-rnar e troug nationalized unions. They set up
shtate:corporatlOns. The antibolshevists adopt the doctrines of bol-
s eVlsm d tr i Iof an. r~s r ict t rem to the level dictated by the requirements

rnonopohstJc contro!.

[3] n·· .int .Isslpatmg the world-revolutionary action of the workers

Pal. a .senes of national revolutions and counter-revolutions was a
re Irnmar hi t . I di .th Y IS orrca con ition of fascism. Thus at the same time

F e chara.cter of the October Revolution was fundamentally changed
rOm bel th hidd .the Rl .ng el. en archetype of fascism-its cIosest enemy-

issian revolution was transformed into a monopolistic model-
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revolution. With the Russian state's inauguration of the "New Eco-
nomic Policy," the utopia of direct organization of the Werkers'
World was finally abandoned for political economy, i. e., the main-
tenance of capital and wage-labor, class rule and exploitation. The
Hitler-Stalin pact represents the logical conclusion of the liquidation
of the proletarian, world-revolutionary contents of the October Revo-
lution-the liquidation of the Comintern.

6. From the World War to the Present War.
The present war is not comparable to the World War in any of

its aspects. It takes place on a fundamentally changed basis. To
grasp its peculiar character we must regard the series of specific
modern wars in which it is placed-the Manchurian, Ethiopian, Span-
ish, and Chinese wars. Up to now, it is the most advanced, most
distinct, and most unambiguous war of this newly developed type.

None of these wars has displayed .at its outbreak the cataclysm
of J uly and August, 1914. In these wars there has been a gradual
transition. In each case the belligerent act ion has been more or
less prepared in advance on a material, military, and propagandistic
plan. Methodically it has been directed to a definite aim. In few
of these wars has there been a formal declaration of war. The
judical fiction of an "incident" has been maintained and the very
term "war" avoided. Intervention has been called non-intervention.
Thus Russia's invasion of Poland, her participation in its occupa-
tion and annexation, has been termed neutrality, and this label ac-
cepted by the other belligerents. As far as possible militaryaction
has been localized to a small and distinctly delimited area. At the
same time the diplomatic war has proceeded in high gear. Economie
warfare, sanctions and blockades, as weIl as the war of propaganda,
have tended to spread rapidly. If by the term "monopolistic war-of-
siege" we understand localized militaryaction and generalization of
commercial warfare, this term adequately describes the present first
stage of the German-English-French war. Between Luxernbourg and
Switzerland, on the smallest possible front, entrenched behind the
Siegfried and Maginot lines, there is being staged a demonstration
of artillery combat with a comparatively small expenditure of arn-
munition. At the same time every effort is being concentrated on
blockade and counter-blockade. on con trol of commerce, on a war
of mines and submarines, supplemented by a war of leaflets and
radio, of propaganda, of diplomatie intr igues aimed at solicitinê
trade-agreements, securing trade-routes for themselves and barring
them to others. Thus the economie war has alr eady grown into a
world war whereas the military war has not yet started.
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The gradual, not sharply defined transition fr
peace to a not-so-called war indicates ' om a so-called

• , 10 contrast to 1914 f
stage 10 the process of transition to a new Th' ,a urther
going on from 1914 to the present day_:ra, erio~s process ~as been
the replacement of Iiberal democratic conce~ts b ~h~r~ct~n~ed by
cistic, and antifascistic concepts A indi , Y 0 s evrstïe, fas-, n 10 reatien of the diff
between then and now was August 4th 1914 h' h erenee

S ' , W IC saw the e II
of the econd International or more . I f 0 apse. f . , ' precise y, 0 the abstr t '11
sions 0 1OternatJOnalism attached to it Th t 11 ac I u-. I , a co apse had d
as a major catastrophe to all the people tici appearepar icrpating in it Th
world of Kautsky, Bernstein Jules Guesd J MI, e

L . ' e, aures, artov and f
the pre-war enm, had gone to pieces Nobod " 0
as Rosa Luxemburg and Lenin did in 1914 b Yk~xpenenee~ today,
previous conception of the labor moveme' at rTeah own of his whole
4 h h n , ere was no Augu t

t at testart of the present war All th s
single historical event have been fuli worke~ cons~quences of ,that
by the monopolists of workers' or ~, out, 10 the meantJme,
the labor unions, the Parliament gamzatJOns, by the appa:ratuses of

ic rnachi ary groups, and the entire bureau
eratic mac mery of a totali tarian state [Russia], -

Today there is no Intern ti I S
Third International There wa'lllona -nOb econd International, no

. I never e a Fourth I t '
There never was a 4th of August of the Co' ,n ernational,
never been an unmistakable Ninth f Th ~lJntern, just as there has
lution. Instead of the ! ,0 er~ldor of the Russian Revo-
Just, Danton and Bo::r:~;:sslVe dram,a 10 which Robespierre, St,
horrible performance o~ di a<:.t~d their par,ts, we were shown a
agents of the GPU, sgustlOg stage-trials produced by the

The monopolistic revolutio d '
sian revolution d"!f f n ~n rts archetype, the national Rus-
party it ti I er ram the Iiberal one in that the monopolistic

, s ac lOg agent and it h "the monopol' ti , I S most c aractenstJc outcome produced
IS IC unrtv of J bi 'ism, It wiped • aco ~msm, Thermidorism, and Bonapart-

lative and ' d~u,t not only the liberal division-the executive legis-
JU icrary powers-b ti'" 'parties cornpeti in f h ' u a so the part icipafion of several

10g 10 urt enng Iiti IPossesses all po bh' PO I rca progress, Stalin not only
to the dl' " wefr, ut IS name stands for every event from October

VISJOn 0 Poland T t kOut of all bol h ' hi ' ro s y, whose name has been crossed
rnidor and h~ftev~st istory books, searches in vain for the 9th Ther.
does he suc:e~d s rt at least ,onc~ every year to some other date, Nor
intern. any bet ter 10 his search for August 4th of the Corn-

and ~e ;t~n ~h~acterize the period that began with the World War
o uguse of the old labor movement as follows:
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The World War produced the beginnings of total mobilization.
Total mobilization called forth monopolistic revolutions. The monop-
olistic revolutions transformed total mobilization into totalitarian
states.

Each stage of the period frorn 1914 until today can be character-
ized more precisely a further step in this historical development.

1913-1917: The specific World War crisis of the liber al system of eom-
petition. . . . h lts f1917-1921: The specific bolshevistic period of civil war, t e resu 0
which are the USSR and the Versailles System. .

1921-1925: The first post-war crisis overcome by the Fascist ~ounter-
revolution. Transition to NEP. Transition from inflation to deflation.

1925-1929: Prosperityof the League of Nations; Dawes, Young; Bueh-
arin-Stalin anti-Trotskyite NeoneI>-:"':Enric~ Yourselves l" .

1929-1932: Second post-war errsrs. F'ighting pertod of the National ~o~
cialist Party. "Second Period." Liquidation of the Neonep by the landshde
of the Collectivisation. . . .

1932-1939: Culmination of the National-Socialist revolution. Specifie
period of the monopolistic wars.

With the Manchurian war in 1932 there was inaugurated-on the
basis of the now fully-developed monopoli'stic conditions-that more
comprehensive military process of which the English-French-German
war represents only the last phase.

Since September l st a new stage in this process has been r~ached.
The totalitarian war has assumed a universal character. In this war,
inasmuch as it is a trade war, there have been no neutral states from
the outset [cf., repeal of the arms embargo by the U. S.; total trade
control by England ; impossibility of the small nations maintain-
ing neutrality].

From another angel, the historical development since the World
War can be summed up as follows:

1913-1921: The World War changed into the ,,:orld revolution. ,!-,heworld
revolution in its first phase was wholly bolsheVlst.lc. The fmal social .conse-
quences of total mobilization appeared, in a Utopian f~r~, on the h~rIzon_

The disintegration into a series of rnonopol istic revolutions of
the bolshevist world revolution was completed in three phases :

1921-1925: Culmination of the first post-war ~risis. I.taJ!~n ~ascism.
1925-1929: Post-war prosperity; Chinese Fascls~ [Chiang Kai Shek].
1929-1932: Second post-war crisis; German Fascism.
These phases are at the same time phases in the forrr~àtjon of the

monopolistic character of the national Russian Revol~tlOn. .
1932-1939: The series of monopolistic revolutiohs turns into a serres of

monopolistic wars, ,. . ItThe present war completes this series of monopol istrc wars.
replaees economie warf are-w ithout-war , or with only partial war, with
universal economie warfare and extinction of the regular world trade.
If the fascist state can be described as a fully matured and corn-
pletely self-realized capitalistic state, the perfect state of wage-
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slavery, and the capitalistic system raised to the form of a St t
h f . a e,

then t e ascist war can be described as a fully matured and
I . I· . com-plete y capita istrc war. The revolutionary process has turned fa . t

h I· . - seIsin t e monopo istic revolution, and to the proletariat appears a. I . s anantI-pro etarian counter-revolution. At the same time the sloga fdl. noworl revo ution has been turned into an ultra-imperialistic slog
Lenin's prognosi~ that in 1914 the world was entering into a period a::i
wars and revolutions has proved to be true, but its results have turned
out to be exactly contrary to expectations. If we want to apply the
term "world revolution" in a definite sen se, we have to say that we
find ourselves today in the rnidst of a fascist world revolution. There
exist today few remains of the bolshevistic action toward world revo-
lution which could serve as a basis for new revolutionary action.
7. Further Growth ol tb« Contrast lletween Principles ol the Work.

ers' Order and the Monopolistic Rule ol the World Produced
by the War.

The present war, though localized, is essentially a world war in
its opening phase as a monopolistic war-of-siege. There seem to be
only three bel ligerents in the midst of a neutral world, but there is
really no neutral ity, The more England succeeds in disturbing the
world market, the more striking will appear the world-wide unity of
the World of Labor,

It is true that there was a continuous transition from the so-called
peace ~o the riot-so-called war, but this whole process proceeded by
necesslty from 1914. On both sides the outbreak of the war resulted
from a miscalculation. Chamberlain did not anticipate that Stalin
would really march with Hitler. Ribbentrop did not anticipate that
thi .. IS time Chamberlain would really make war. From the outset,
l~rationality interrupted the rational continuity of the monopolis-
tlcally-controlled course of events. Admittedly the war had been
planned and prepared on both sides more methodieally than ever
~~ore. But that very.planning may assume a catastropbie character.
. e more the destructien of the world of trade makes way for unity
111 the world of productive labor, and the nearer the final catastrophic
efforts at planning approximate the cataclysmic result not reached
between 1913 and 1921, the more distinctly apparent will be the fact
~hat a world-wide planning th at holds in check all violent collapse
as not yet been devised.

It is true that this war is only another phase of the war-Iike pro-
~ess started in 1932, but all characteristics of the epoch that began
In 1914 are called into play by total mobilization. From the Far East,
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over Africa, Spain, and into the heart of the old European continent,
the monopolistic war has fully outfitted its arsenal. All positions
are now clearly defined. Nowhere today will a Saul he caught nap-
ping and be obliged to convert himself into a Paul. And there will
be no 4th of August. At the same time, in the background, from
Verdun and Versailles, and the red October; from Tokio via Muk-
den, Hong-Kong, Addis Ababa, Madrid, Barcelona to London, Paris,
Berlin, Moscow, returning to the Far East, and incidentally nullify-
ing the neutrality of the American continent-total mobilization has
co me to contradiet the total states and the totalitarian war, which
has been started by th em. It eontradiets the whole monopolistic sys-
tem of the world. Bolshevism, th at set out to organize a Workers'
World, has been transformed into a mere cog in the monopolistic
world system, yet al l the elements of a wholesale anti-fascism have
been set into motion by total mobilization. While the old vocabulary
rots in the mouths of the Muenzenbergs, Rauschnings, and Schwarzs-
childs, the youngsters have the new grammar on the tips of their
tongues. All Jacobinism today is Iascisrn. Terrorism has come to
he the monopoly of the Gestapo, of the GPV, of the Intelligence Serv-
ice. But the youngsters-the Komsomol, the Balila, etc.-no longer
cherish the ambition of becoming good Jacobins and terrorists.
"World Revolution" has become an ultra-imperialistic slogan, but
the new phase into which the monopolistic war has entered presents
an advanced stage in the contrast between the principles of the new
werkers' order and the old monopolistic system of the world.

8. Implicstions for Working CJass Action.
If we examine the general aspect of the present war and its in-

herent tendency, we get a clear idea of how those who remember the
World War and the World Revolution of the past regard today's
events. Today there is 00 new Zimmerwald movement [2] that has
to deal wi{!h -a new Fourth of August. of a third "International."
August 4th, 1914, was indeed far more than the mere breakdown of
a No. 2 International. Today the abstract "Internationalism" of the
old workers' movement as well as the liberal "self-deterrnination of
nationalities" are things of the past. Wh en the world revolutionary
action of 1917 to 1921 was dispersed into a series of monopolistic
revolutions, the Comintern, which was originally intended to be the
instrument of that world revolution, was transformed into a monopo-
listic instrument, controlled by the bureaucratie power of a total i-
tarian state.

[2] The international conference at Zimmerwald 'served to rally the forces
of the new revolutionary movement which emerged from the August, 4th, 1914,
breakdown of the Socialist International.
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The more distinctly the new principles of the worker' d
. h the ex i . s or ercontrast WIt t e exrstrng monopolistic system of the world th

f . , e morethe slogan 0 the World RevolutIOn itself is transformed . t. . I' . 10 0 an
ultra-ImperIa IStIC slogan,i. e., the enerny's slogan. The move t

d "W Id RI' " mentowar s a or evo ution was the last aim which, in spite of
an appa~~nt and tra~sitory opposition, the wor.king cIass and the
bourgeOIsIe had held In common. Insofar as our act ion still has

I·· I h "1 anypo itrca c aracter, rt WI I be negative action th~t results in smashing
the state apparatus. Insofar as it IS a revolution, it will be a re _. . h f . volution agaznst t e ascist "World Revolution."

The fascist counter·revolutions have revolutionized the Octob
I· S I' errevo ution. ta m demonstrably benefitted by every one of those

counte~-revolutio~s. The .internal policies of Russia were the logical
conclusion of the mternationnj counter-revolution. The more distinctl
our anti-fascist action develops its own anti-terrorisric and antr.
Jacobinistic character, the more superior it will be to the fascist
revolution.

.The catastrophe of August 4th and the succeeding events have
grven abundant proof that there is at present no independent act ion
of the working cIass, as far as it still moves in the wornout forma-
tions of its old activities. They have also shown the reasons for
the total eclipse of the labor movement's traditional forms. "Marx-
ism"is dead. Parties are dead. It is comforting that nobody wants
to talk any longer about the "People's Front."

We point ,today to the contradiction which inevitably arises be-
tween total mobilization--:anti-fascist in its consequences-and the
"total mo I'" d bnopo ism represente y the exîsting system. We are
aware that the totalitarian systems, formed during the period since
1914, are but monopolistic restrictions on the first attempts at total
mobT .

. 1 lzatlon, called forth by the necessities of war, of the produc-
tlve forces. By compar ing the either ruined or fascisized old party
and trade union movement with the wholesale anti-fascism of the
!Ounger generation we rediscover, in a surprising manner, the orig-
tnal contents of bolshevistic action from 1917 to 1921. In the contrast
~et~veen the world-wide extent of the tasks of labor and the monopo-
Iistic re t . t i dencih' ' S TIC mg ten encies Illustrated by the present war lies the

ldden meaning of the World War and the era inaugurated by it.

9. Three PossibJe Evems:

At the beginning we contrasted three possible solutions for the
Contradictions' inherent in the war:
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[1] Fascist locslized war-ol-siege-England will be able to con-
tinue the war-of-siege only if hunger will eventually lead to a break-
down of the Hitler system. As long as the USSR and Italy rernain
neutral and consequently lend Germany a certain amount of support
it seems improbable that a blockade will result in a collapse, for the
three following reasons :

[a] Under the conditions of a continued war-of-siege the short-
age of iron, oil, rubber and copper will not result in a major military
disaster since no huge mate rial battles will be fought anyway. Nor
is it probable that the one remaining vulnerable factor of German
supplies, the shortage of fats, will prove disastrous by i.tself-the
less so because there exist certain possibilities for limited imports
that may be realized in time.

[h] The fascist apparatus is a specific apparatus of tenor and
is equipped with entirely different streng-arm measures from those
of the past, e. g., those of the HohenzoUern regime. It possesses
an incomparably more tenacious will for self-preservation against
internal enernies pressing from behind, and it has never for a moment
hesitated to use to the fuU its concentrared implements of eoereien.

[cl The emerging new forces have as yet hardly formed ranks,
and the pre-fascist remnants of the confused, paralyzed, and crippled
forms of the labor movement do not present a serious starting point
for new activity.

Even assuming that the war-of-siege would eventuaUy result in
the coUapse of the Hitler regime, this would not offer any greater
revolutionary possibilities. National ism today is only a different
expression of conflicting imperialistic ends. So-called National Lib-
erations will serve only a particular imperialistic aim. They wi1l
moreover be of an entirely fascistic nature. The Poles and Czechs
suffer most from the Gestapo terror, but their liberation from fascisrn
can no longer be brought about on :1 national scale. They serve as
buffers against fascism in a fight that goes far beyond all national
problems and cannot be settled on a national basis by any means
whatever.

Taken as a whole, the localized war-of-siege, whether it leads to
a collapse of the Hitler regime or to a compromise, appears in its
first and immediate effects as a further step towards a wor ld-wide
fascization. Any anti-fascist counter-move ment will have to start
by destroying these narrow bounds.

[2] Fascist Generel World War-The issue of the war will be
decided by the entrance of new powers into the war. Essentially
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th ere are th ree sets of future developments that will t thurn e scale :
th Balkans, the Near East [e, g., the Arab question and th f her

I f· e urt erdeve opment 0 the Tur kish policy], and the Far East.

In case the present localized Facist war should e td'f . '. x en 1OtO an
equaIly ~SCISt world war the f irst and lmmediate result would be
the establisbrnent, under a suitable name, of what actuaII ld b

ld .d fasci . y wou e a
wor -WI he ,~~CI~t ~ouSnCII. The movement thus begun could hardly
stop ~t t e rute tates of Europe." It would amount to the
establIshment of a monopolistic world system The quot . 'd. . . as assrgne
to each participant would be settled by the outcome of the militar
and economie warfare. y

~3] To~al ~ar-The incomparably greater and more compre.
hensive anti-fascist consequences of an unrestricted relea f th

.. ducti se 0 e
e~lst1Og pro ~ctlve force.s, ~nchained by total mobilization, cannot be
discussed until the preltmmary conditions of their occurr ence are
actuaIly presented.

10. How Great Is the Precision in the Work ol Soldiers! How
Great Is the Conlusion Resulting From the Exertions ol
Statesmen!

?-,hus it appears th at the specific task of the anti-fascist in this
war IS to oppo~e the .fa~ci.st ~orld revolution, which tends to bring
about the ultr~-lmpe~la.lts.ttc, mternational cartel. He opposes every
~ttempt at ~n lmpenaltsttc redistribution of the world by proclaim-
ln~ the unrty of the workers' world. He is opposed to the very
eXI~ten:e of aIl those class, private. and clique interests that are
~Ill:d 10 monopolistic concentration behind imperialistic war aims.

e. evelops the forrns, the means, and the contents of the struggle
agal~~t the total state-machine out of the objective conditioris of total
mobdlzation. He wiII in due time oppose the coming Fascist Councilby .
. convenmg the Revolutionary Workers' Councils of the World.

~e stands opposed to monopolistic management and to aIl kinds of
hlerarchies.

The task of the anti-fascist is essentiaIIy a worker's task political
only at its m . H' . 'argrn. IS act ion, even when apparently terroristic and
propagandi sti c, is essentially anti-terroristic and anti-propagandistic.
As to method, he proceeds in the marmer peculiar to the work of
al~ shock-troops. A shock-troop is, for instance, invariably equipped
~'Vlthappropriate material itnplements, its members invariably ski lied
In a ti I ki d . .. par ICU ar In of work. The pr inc ip les of organization of a
Partlcular shock-troop follow the particular instrument used for in-,
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Tbe Marxist PhiJosophy and tb« Sciences. By]. B. S. Haldane.
[Random House, New York, 1939. x & 214 pp.; $2.00.]

stance, an airplane, a transmitter. The physical conditions of the job
determine the kind, the size, the composition and the structure of
every shock-troop. They wilt be compelled to act w~th?ut leader.s.
They must function as their own. general-staff. ~nd "If In a certal?,
phase of their fight they should single out a special general-staff,
this wilt be an anti-general-staff, itself presenting the character of
a shock-troop.

How great is the precision in the work of soldiers I How great
is the confusion resulting from the exertions of statesmen !

The statesmen wage this war.
The war produces new totalitar ian states of complete wage-

slavery. The state-magnates, the diplomats, the political leaders
drive us into a monopolistic world system in which, because of its
faulty construction, the workers have "", share. The task. ~f. the
worker has outgrown the control of busmessmen and politicians.

Alpha.

At first reading this book seems to
he just another illus~ation of the
strange fate which so often befaUs a
formerly revolutlonary theory when it
has turned from a relentlessly perse-
cuted heresy into the accepted creed
ofa ruling group or the canonizedIde-
ologyof a powerful church or state.

Mr. Haldane conresses frankly that
when he publîshed this book in 1939
he had been a Marxist only "for about
a year." He ccmpares the part played
by the Marxist and Leninist philosopy
in Russia today with that of the scho-
lastic philosophy of St Thomas
Aquinas which is "still active in guid;
ing the activity of the Roman Catholic
Church." He for.naUy revokes the
sins of his past wherein he had for-
mulated an "idealistic principle of rel,
ativity." in his fifth chapter [Psy-
chology) where he propounds his the-
ory of the nature of mind, he care-
fully points out in advance that these
are his own speculations and "in no
sense part of Marxism." Thus he
trusts that the statements and doubts
contained in that "exeresence of an
otherwise useful hook" will not be
held against bis Leninist orthodoxy,
though they are "based on scientific
advances made during the last thirty
years" and at the same time, in his
cpinion, suggest !airly weU "the kind
of hypotheses which a Marxist might
re31sonably investigate." He even
tries to redeem bis father, the late
Professor .J. S. Haldane, trom the sin
and damnation of a non-materialistie
~eed by pointing out that one of the

cks written by that eminent scholar
"~as recommended by a Moscowra-
dio commentator as a very good in-
troduction to dialectical materialism,
although far trom being Marxist."

Careful study, however, leads to the
conclusion that this Marxist confes-
siC?no.f a newly converted bourgeois
~lenltist, in spite of its highly ideelog-

a and indeed almest reverent char-
h~ter, represénts an entirely new and
Ighly interesting phase in. the de-

velopment 'Cf Marxist thought. One
lIlay explain it as beina merely an
~pression of the so-called People's

ont tactles which had been adopted,
tetrporarily and for a definite oolitt-
ca purposa, by the headquarters ot

the.Communist Party. Yet thel'è re-
mams the fact that this IenthUBiastic
and even fanatical English adherent
of the Communist faith displays a
degree of "treedom of thought" which
unül recently seemed to be quite im-
~ossible within the party-controlled
Iiterature, Such freedom is already
evidenced by the fact that he' does
not begin hls book with the usual bow
to the "great and beloved leader Sta-
lin." That reticence does not' indi-
cat~, as an innocent Q.bservermight
belIeve, a revolution towards democ-
racy within the development of pres-
ent day Communism. Rather it re-
veals a growing disintegration within
the national ranks of the so-called
"international" Communist Party.
~evertheless it can be regarded as a
sign of the weakening grip of the
Muscoviteusurpers of the true Marx-
ian theory and, in that sense, as a
comparative gain in intellectual tree-
dom.

Haldane shows that newly attained
"freedom" furthermore by a distinct
tendency towards all sorts of theoreti-
cal heresies. He flirts with the "ad-
mirably dialectical" philosophy of
Bishop Berkeley-that arehetype for
every faithful reader of Lenin's book
on "Materialism and 'Empirio-Criti-
cism" of non-materialistic and reac-
tionary obscurantism in bourgeois
philosophy. He equally extols Hume,
the forefather of Machism and alt
modern scientificpo6itivism.He open-
ly admires Bergsen, Whitehe",d, Ed-
dington. He even discovers a "serioua
a!finity with the Marxist" in the aca-
demic English philosonher Alexander,
who "tries to .trace the evolution ot
beiIIg trom spaee-time through mal-
ter to li!e and mind, and beyond mind
to a hitherto non-existent quality"
which he eaUs "deity."

It is here, by the way, that we can
get the deepest Insight irrtothe hidden
cause of the attracticn which a mis-
understood and q u a s i - religious
"Marxism" holds today for people like
J. B. S. Haldane. For Marxists. he
says, just as for Alexander, the mind
is still evolving. and still very imper-
fect. "It has risen trom the mud,
nat tallen trom heaven, and it is des-
tlned tG rise still further" [emphasis
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BOOK REVIEWS
Death Is Not Enough. Essays in -active Negation. By Michael

Fraenkel. C. W. Daniel Comp. London 1939. [170 pp.; 7'6].

cide. Fraenkel searches for a new
mental leveion which to escape the
consequencesof the decay of this so-
ciety. He excuses bis continued exist-
ence with the attempt to realize death
as an integral part of life, which must
be faced and accepted in order to get
a new vision of life. However, words
fail him in bis attempt to make c1ear
to his readers what he actually wants
to say. His essays remain a mere play
with the concept death, a word used
often enough to mar his style in
places. Nothing can be learned frC?m
this book save the author's eapacity
to form good sentences. His analysis
of the mental state of present-day so-
ciety is often sharp and revealing, but
his su~estions are only incompre-
hensible subjective moods renresent-
Ing a scrt of non-commercial mystic-
ism. His book shows the- often bril-
liant emptiness of consistent individ-
ualistic thinking despite the social de
termination of man. 1\1..

For Fraenkel, as for many of us,
this period is one of disintegration and
death. For us, however, it is a revo-
lutionary process in which the exist-
ing society decays and the beginnings
of a new one are not yet apparent
enough to give courage to those who
are likely to fight for a better life.
Consequently, despair is everywhere
visible; the revolution seems no less
like death than the counter-revolu-
tion is deathly. Nor is the bourgeois
individualistic mind a happy one. lts
anarehistie, aristocratie ideals are
destroyed by its practical activities
and its increasingly collectivistic
exploitation rnethods. To remain "in-
telligent" means to remove oneself
frem reality and live like the insane
in a world of pure imagination. To
maintain an individualistic position
today means to be opposed to the
present and to ihe morrow. The es-
cape into a world of words and
dreams is here the alternative to sul-
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by K. K.]. Such a phUosophy "en-
ables Marxists to carry on through
defeat. terror, and persecution." "Al-
though it ofters JlO. future life for the
Indîvidual, the belief in better future
lives fur the human race does give
to many Marxists the same energy
and confidenee that the hope of per-
sonal immortality gave 10 the early
Chrlstlans." Now we know why
Chamberlainand Halifax and other
bourgeois politielans in distress tried
to get even Stalin's red army as an
aUy for the redemption of the divi-
dends of the democratie branch of the
international capit.alist class against
the Hitlerian threat of "defeat, tenor,
aJid pérsecutlon."

Notwithstanding this apparent ab-
sence of an unscientific bias, Mr. Hal-
dane's diseussion of the relations be-
tween Marxism and the scientific
problems of our time is not scientif1c.
He criticizes those Russian writers
who attempted "to apply dialectical
materialism 10 every kind of activity
from portraitnainting 10 fishing" and
to embellish their bad scientifie pa-
pers with "irrelevant quotations from
Marx, Engels, Lenin." But in prae-
tice, he contents himself in most cases
to treat the recent discoverles of the
various sciences as so many "ex-
amples" of the pet categories of the
old dialeetic philosophy, This quasi-
scientific procedure which, to a eer-
tain extent, is typieal of aIl Marxiàn
excursions Into the field of the nat-
ural sciences [includlng the philo-
sophical writillis of such eminent
scholars as Engels, Plekhanovand
Lenin] differs trom the old idealistic
method of Hegel only by a changed
metaphysical principle, not by a final
disrnlssal of all me aphysical claims.
Whlle Hegel starts from the meta-
physical assumption that the world is
a mere exemplifica1ion of the logica!
categories, Feuerhach, EJlgels. Lenin,
and Mr. Haldane start from the partly
opposite but equally metaphysical as-
surnption that the logtcal categories
"were exemplified in nature before
they gcverned thought."

This underlying metaphysicism of
Haldane's scientifie attitude is not re-
futed but rather is confirmed bv hls
report on a controversy concerning
a certain biological theory which had
been suggested to him by his col-
league. Professor R. A. Flsher. He ern-
phatically repudiàtëd that theory, in
spite of its "beautifully dialectical"
60
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charaeter, because it appeared to him
to "run counter to certain observabie
faets." We cannot resist the tempta-
tion to quote in fuU the concluding
phrases of this report in which the
author modestly congratulates himself
on that truly scientific achievement:

"I mention this controversy in view
of the widely held theory that ac-
ceptance of Marxism is an emoticnal
cataclysm whieh completely ruins
one's judgment. If only Fisher were a
Marxist and I were not, this theory
might perhaps be applicaole in the
case in questlon. As a Marxist. I
hope that Fisher's general argument
may have a wider validity than at
present appears likely to me" CP. 137].

We cannot refer here in detail 10
the many cases in which Mr. Haldane
toys, as it were, with the other "beau-
tiful examples" offered for the in-
trtcate dialectical concepts of "nega-
tien" and "negatlcn of negatiön" ön
the fields of modern mathernaties.
cosmology, quantum mechanics, etc.:
nor can we quote the numerous other
passages where he strives 10 prove
that the most important discoverles of
modern science, in one way or an-
other, had been anticipated by Engels
rncre than fifty years ago. There
seems little hope that he will thereby
sneeeed in convincing those "scientific
workers and studente" to whom his
book is primarily addressed, tha't
"Marxism" as here expounded "will
prove valuable to them in their sclen-
tific work" as it has to him in his
own. More likely the scientists will
go on to say that Marxism, in splte
of Its admiràble power cf predietion
in the field of socio-economie devel-
opments. has so far nat delivered the
goeds which have been so often and
so loudly advertlsed by the "dialecti-
cal materlaltsts" in the field of the
natural sciences.

Even less sansfactory is Mr. Hal-
dane's achievement from the point rf
view of that "somewhat wider audt-
ence" to which the book is also ad-
dressed, The interested layman will
find some valuable information on re-
cent problems and discoveri:es, e. I{,
on the ,.,.owing influence of indus trial
practice on the very methods applied
in so-called "pure" mathernaties r50-
57]; en the various successive phases
of Milne's theory of cosmologtcal rel-
attvitv [64-78]; on the recent devel-
opments of the theories of heredity

and mutation [119ff1; and on the re-
lationship between mind and bra in
[162ff]. The chief objection from the
layman's point of view against these
and many other sectrens of the book
is their lack of adequate populariza-
tion. Haldane often conveys his in-
formalion on a comolicated subject in
a highly technica I and fragrnentary
manner. Thus the book is fully com-
prehensible only to the expert scien-
tist, who perhapg does UJt need it
at allo

An even more fatal objectten arises
from the already mentioned fact that
the book as written does not really
break with that traditional orthodoxy
which has handicapped the develop-
ment of Marxism almost from the be-
ginning and most certainly since its
f.:rmal reception and canonizattr n by
the Russian Marxists. Paradoxically,
there is no necessary link between
an orthodox method and the definite
and invariable contents of a theory.
From a hlstorical viewpoint we might
rather say that every "orthodoxy,"
and most certainly the orthcdoxy of a
political creed, is bound to vary its
contents according to the varying con-
ditions and the changing aims of the
growing ooli'tical movement. This was
shown many years ago by the devel-
opment of the foremost "crthodox"
Marxists in Germany and Austrla,
and: in a later period, by the many"
rapld changes of the "crthodox" Bol-
shevist theory beföre. durmg. and aft-
er the revolution of 1917. In some
extreme cases. classically represented
by the IR/est ohase of the "orthodox"
Marxist ther ry of the German social ,
ist, Karl Kautsky, and by every ohase
of the develooment of the oolitical
theory of Scvlet-Marxisrn after the
death of Lenin, the deviations from
the original cv .itents of a revolution-
ary theorv Leeome so numerous and
cbvirus 1hat its faithful adherents
need a tremendous amount of what
they now begin to call "'dialectks" to

reconcile "ideas" with facts or a "rev ,
olutionary" theory with counter-revo_
lutionary practice. Thus the creed of
the German sociallsts, which had been
for half a century a revoluticnary the-
o.ry of the werking class, was ulti.,
mately transformed into a quasi-s.o-
cialist theory for the benefit of the
bourgeoisie. Thus azaln, and in a
much shorter interval, the "interna-
tional" Bolshevism of S!alin was
merged into a me re Russian counter-
part of the natienat s'Ocialism of Hitler.

History repeats itself, and while
the first phase of the historica 1drama
is dten a major tragedy, its last phase
invariably takes on the style of a
farce. We concede that historical sia-
nificance to the performance of Mr.
Haldane who af ter his conversion to
Marxism in 1938 started out, in 1939,
to renew the task that had been ac-
complished in the field cf philosophy
by Engels fifty years ago and by
Lenin in 1908. He certainly does not
shrink from the self-appointed task
of demonstrating to his readers "the
kind of speculations into which Marx-
ism leads a scientist." He does not
stick to the comparative rigidity of
the old Marxist philosophy, but dis-
plays to the full the increased amount
of elasticity attained by the Marxist
creed today. Whilst Lenin fought an
otherwise quite harrnless philosophy
of his time lMachism 1, because of lts
nossibls obscurantist implications,
Haldans. after thirty years of further
scientific development, offers a thinly
disguised defense of an unmistakably
obscurantist creed because of an al-
leged analogy between the mind-
reader's aim of abcltshing the "pri-
vacy cf mental images" and the so-
cialist's aim of abolishing private
property. "I do not see," states Hal-
dane on page 169, "why a dialectical
materialist should reject a priori the
nossibility of such alleged phenornena
às telepathy and clairvoyance."

K.K.

LIVING MARXISM depends primarily upon its readers for eireu-
lation. Send addresses of your friends, we will mail them
a sample eopy. Help to win new subscribers; send eontributions
to the Sustaining Fund.
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